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OVER1OO
new Meccano

models to make!
Each of the new instruction books contains
completely new models for you to  build and s t
altogether there are over 100 new models.
The illustrated books are full of brand new £
ideas and the majority of the working draw-
ings are now in colour. They show how to
build a whole range of realistic modern work-
ing models. These books have been com-

pletely redesigned based on
—--------------- the advice and experience

7 \of  thousands of model- "J ;
I makers throughout the :

Z7w /0 *  7 world.

To

MECCANO
Every Set  NEW  — every model  NEW
See NEW  MECCANO at  your toy shop now l
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Rather a rare ‘ ,Wh i r l yb i r d  ' occupies ou r  cover space this mon th .
The  hel icopter i n  quest ion is a BEKK 47G S IOUX AH Mk .  I .  and is
one of  on ly  7 now i n  operat ional  use by  the  Royal Marines.

This part icular  example is flown by  t he  A i r  Troup 41 Command
Un i t  based at Roborough near P lymouth  and was photographed last
May by  t he  Ed i to r  about  to embark on  an early morn ing  rout ine
f l igh t .

NEXT MONTH
As always we  have a w ide  var iety of  top- l ine features on  hand for

inclusion i n  ou r  December issue, part icular ly for t he  Meccano
enthusiasts. We  k ick  off w i t h  Part  1 1 of  * Meet  t he  Cup  W inne r , ’
a descript ive feature on  the  pr ize w inn ing  model  featured at th is
year’s Mode l  Engineer Exh ib i t ion .  For younger modellers, we  present
a del ight fu l  l i t t l e  Flat-bed l o r r y  bu i l t  from a new No .  5 out f i t .  And
to keep al l  model lers happy, are the  regular Meccano features such as
” Among the  Mode l  Bui lders ” and the  final instalment of  ” Meccano
Const ruc tors  Gu ide . ”

Turn ing  to t he  res t  o f  the  issue ( i n  add i t ion to t he  regular favourites
such as " A i r  News , ”  ” Stamps ” and ” Batt le ” etc.) we  offer a variety
of selected mater ia l  cover ing such subjects as " Cardboard and paper
manufactur ing,”  " Special paints used to cover the  hul ls o f  the  boats
and ships of  today ” and for rai lway fans, a descr ipt ive ar t ic le  on  a
” New  Corn ish  Rai lway."

Advert isements and Subscript ion Offices: Mode l  & A l l ied  Publications
Ltd . ,  13-35 Br idge Street,  Kernel Hempstead, Her t fordshi re .  Te l . :
Heme l  Hempstead 2501-2-3.

Second class postage rates paid at New York,  N .Y .  Registered a t
the G.P.O. for transmission by  Canadian Post. American enquir ies
regarding subscriptions, news stand sales and advert ising should be
sent to  MECCANO MAGAZINE,  Eastern News  D is t r ibu to rs  Inc., 155
West  15th Street,  New  York ,  N .Y .  1001 1, U.S.A., U.S.A, and Canada
direct subscript ion rates $5 including index.

This periodical is sold subject to the fo l lowing condi t ions:  tha t  i t
shall no t ,  w i thou t  t he  wr i t ten  consent of  the publishers, be lent ,
re-sold, h i red-out  o r  otherwise disposed of  by way of  Trade a t  a p r i ce
i n  excess of  the  recommended max imum pr ice and that  i t  shall no t
be len t ,  re-sold, hired-out o r  otherwise disposed of  i n  a mut i la ted
condi t ion,  o r  i n  any unauthorised cover by  way of  Trade;  o r  affixed
to o r  as part o f  any publ icat ion of  advertising, l i terary o r  p ic tor ia l
matter whatsoever.
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ON SALE
OCTOBER 9
PRICE 3 / -
Up from the
deep, salvage
of the remark-
able two man
submarines from their scuttled positions at
Wilhelmshaven, Germany, gives SCALE MODELS
the opportunity of  producing measured from life
scale drawings of this l i tt le known but amazing
weapon which lends itself so readily to modelling.
Russian Insignia for Armoured Fighting Vehicles,
the Brabham BT 33 racing car, Figure review,
full report on the Wor ld Flying Scale Model
Championships. Latest kits and books plus
many other features, including scale drawings of
the Potex 25 bi-
plane are in this
November issue.

Full description of the Championship Cup winner
at the 1969 M.E. Exhibition—Mr. Saxby’s 5 in. gauge
Lion, Conrad Milster of New York writes about
“ Camelbacks ” and other early American locomotives*
There are more details for those interested in  model
electric locomotives, and Martin Evans describes the
cylinders for his 5 in. gauge Midland “ Single."

ON SALE
OCTOBER 2nd
PRICE 3/-

Scale
Models

Model Making
made

easier

with
Mini Mote

rlncorporating unique features made famous in the original
MOLE Wrench, this pocket size edition is particularly useful
for model making and intricate D I Y tasks The ’self-grip'
jaws can be locked on to easily control obstinate small parts
and materials involved in model making and so many jobs
around the home and in the garage The MINI MOLE is a
multi-purpose tool in every respect - a hand vice, super
pliers or adjustable clamp — no tool kit is complete without
one. Ask for it by name.

MINI
MOLE

Available from Hardware

SELF GRIP WRENCH

THE OLYSLAGER AUTO
LIBRARY
Compiled by the Olyslager Organisation

The Jeep
Half-Tracks
American Cars of the 1930's
Scammell Vehicles

A unique series of illustrated automobile books based
largely on source material available in the library of
the Olyslager Organisation. Fascinating technical
details for experts and enthusiasts. £1.00 (20s) net.
Postage i/9d.

WARNE
1-4 Bedford Court, London, WC2E 9JB
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Name: RICHARD WHITE

Age 15 Age 18

Educat ion ount V Secondary Boys' School
and Army Apprentices' College

Education County Secondary Boys' School

O ' /e/e/s Engfr ’■ / anguage
and Geometrical and Mechanics!
Drawing, Ordinary National
Certificate Grade /. Now  taking
Grade II
Apprentice Aircraft Technician
with rank of  Company Sergeant-

Status Major. (Is well on  his way to
standard recognised by  Trades
Union)

Educat ional
Qualif ications

Educational
Qualif ications

Status School leaver

Career
Prospects Uncertain

Sporting
Interests Athletics -Rugby

Hobbies Gliding

Other
Activit ies Nothing special

Travel
Prospects Occasional package deal holiday

Holidays 2 or 3 weeks

Personal i ty A little shy and immature

Excellent. As a highly trained
Career  Aircraft Technician a fine career

Prospects zs ahead of him, either in the
Army or in civilian life

Snortina Athletics. Rugby. Basketball -. ® at  which he has represented theInterests coUege

Hobbies Free-fall parachuting. Sub Aqua

Other Adventure training weekends on
Activities Dartmoor and Brecon Beacon

Travel Germany: Norway: France:
Pro spects Cyprus: Malta: Gibraltar.

Holidays 10 weeks every year with full pay

„ Confident, popular. Shows goodPersonality po

Join the  youngprofessionals
For full  details of an Army College Apprenticeship,popalong
to your local Army Careers Information Office (the address
is in the 'phone book under AR MY) or post this coupon to :
Army Careers, MPG (A),  Lansdowne House, Berkeley $q.,
London W1X6AA.

NAME _______ +

ADDRESS—,--------------------------------------------- -------------------

TOWN ________________________ .

COUNTY _____________ ________  _______________

DATE OF BIRTH
J4ii TOoi (/ am between 15 and 17 years of age)

ARMYAPPRENTICES’COLLEGE
WHEREA GREATCAREERSTARTSATFIFTEEN
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MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION

MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION

40th MODEL ENGINEER
EXHIBITION

Seymour Hall, London, W.1
29 Dec. ' 70 -9  Jan. '71

Ocher new attractions wi l l  include model soldiers, guns, dioramas. Display
of woodwork and craft items. Demonstrations of various kinds. Small
lecture theatre for film shows, model subject talks.

SEE & BUY
Full model trade support wi th well stocked stands. Stands have been
taken by Beatties of London, Model Hobby Consortium, Myfords Ltd.,
Graham Farish Group Sales Ltd., The Turntable, Kennions, Traction
Engine Enterprises, Wal l  Models, Historex, Mainstream Productions
Ltd., Plaistow Pictorial, wi th others to follow . . .

SOUVENIR  GUIDE
Another CHRISTMAS EXTRA issue of Model Engineer wi l l  be coming
out  2nd Friday in  December wi th entries, trade stands, articles galore
to  assist the visitor and solace the stay-at-home.

Model Boats, Cars
Aircraft, Locomotives

Traction Engines
Military Models

Crafts
FEATURES

RADIO CONTROL POOL
CAR RACING CIRCUIT
MODEL STEAM PLOUGHING
PASSENGER RAILWAY
MODEL TANK OBSTACLE COURSE
MODEL STEAM THRESHING
ELECTRIC POWERED AIRCRAFT

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
Last year’s popular pool wi th  working space around wi l l  be there again
—located in the centre of the main hall. Aircraft w i l l  again be showing
their paces above the pool. Boats wil l  be available for visitors to try . . .
The Society of  Model and Experimental Engineers wi l l  be operating their
famous passenger carrying model steam locomotives—some wonderful
models at work under the direction as ever of Mr .  Bil l  Carter. Other
models under compressed air in action.
NEW ! A demonstration of steam ploughing by model traction engines
(even better than when shown on TV I). The ECRA Championship car
circuit (a l i t t le  t ight for room last year) moves in to a larger hall. Longer
track, more spectator space. Jack Thin and Dick Smith welcome you
again.

EDGWARE
EXHIBITION]

ROAD STA.

MARBLE
ARCH

PARTIES
Many clubs wil l  be organising parties to  come.
We  shall be very happy to  welcome them,
give them reduced price bookings, also book
up party lunches, teas o r  other meals well
in  advance.
Single and  sma l l  number  pre-book ing
t i cke ts  a re  avai lable f rom these offices
a t  Adu l t  4s. 6d. and Ch i l d  Is.  6d. Part ies
o f  more  than t en :  Adu l t s  4s., Ch i l d  2s.
Admiss ion  a t  t he  Pay-box i s :  Adu l t s  5s.,
Ch i l d  3s. Any  youngster  at  school is a
ch i ld .  Unde r  f ive,  admiss ion f ree accom-
panied by  an  adu l t .  Teachers i /c par t ies
free—one pe r  10 i n  par ty .

Open Daily 10 a.m.-9 p.m.,
M unti l  Saturday, January 9th,

closes 7.30 p.m. (closes Sun-
day).

EXHIB IT ION MANAGER,
MODEL & ALLIED
PUBLICATIONS L IM ITED,
13-35 BRIDGE STREET,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,  HERTS.

MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION
KINDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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MODEL HOBBY
CONSORTIUM

363 LEWISHAM HIGH ST.,
GjEi \ \  /Lewisham
€31 \ \ /Clock Tower Bexley

LONDON S. E.13. I f  01-690-5885
We stock EVERYTHING from the LEADING MANU-
FACTURERS— personal shoppers can see the lot :  for
MAIL ORDER we offer INSTANT TURN ROUND . . .
90% of mail orders sent off day of arrival!

Lewisham
Station y

We  carry:—Tri-ang-Hornby : Airf ix  : Frog :Corgi :
Tr ix  : KeilKraft : Humbrol : Riko :
Scalextric Big Big Train : Wrenn :
Bilteezi : Faller : Billing : Airfix :
Revell : Solarbo : Mainstream: Xacto.To London

PorkMODEL RACING CAR\
CENTRE is proud to announce k
its expansion into

MODEL  HOBBY  CONSORTIUM
England’s largest and most compre-
hensive Model Shop wi th an area of
over 300 square yards of floor space
devoted entirely to YOU THE
MODELLER . . . this is more than a
shop, i t  is modellers’ paradise, with
a 125ft. 8-lane Slot Track; a 30ft.
model boating lake for radio con-
trolled boats; a perimeter O-gauge
model railway track; a customers’
workshop wi th regular experts in
attendance. PLUS individual display
stands of all the leading manufacturers.
Come and Browse! Coffee Machines;
Refreshments; Lots of room! Experts
to assist you; things to see and do.
Club and Individual Contests. Two
late nights weekly open to 10 p.m.

Twenty minutes from London
by train Charing Cross, Water-
loo, London Bridge to Lewi-
sham Junction, Ladywell or
Catford Bridge Stations. Hol-
born Viaduct (weekdays) to
Catford, Blackfriars (week-
ends) to Catford. Frequent
service. Buses innumerable!
Nearby parking streets.

FREE  :::.LIS|ZL
“PUFF IN
PIONEER’
by Polycell-Prout.
Ono piece moulded
hull i n  expanded
Polystyrene.
Length overall 93  ft.
Beam ........... 4.5 ft.
Weight (approx.)

50 lbs.
Sail area (excluding

FREE FULLSIZE SAILING DINGHY the
" PUFFIN PIONEER 11 co be presented to

NUMBER I I I I I
Buy  something
from the shop
before 25th Octo-
ber and you wi l l
have a chance to
win !
11 Barclay Card "
and Paybonds ”

The safe family boat.
Simple— light —easy

■ to sail.

imri

Bromley

Cotford \
Bridge J

_ \Stot ion

Cotford
Station

A?

SPECIAL OPENING
DISCOUNT OFFER ! ! I
Everyone can enjoy opening
10% Discount Offer . . . Bring
the DISCOUNT COUPON and
take
First
25th

a 2/- i n  the £1 off your
purchase. Available unti l
October 1970. MM

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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JETEX
50 OUTF IT

JETEX
PAA LOADER OUTF IT

Suitable for model
Aircraft of 12" to 20" span
weighing up to  2 oz. Seethe
famous Flying Scale Series
below. Duration 14 sec. approx.
Motor and clips available sep.

Suitable for model
Aircraft of 20" to  30" span
weighing up t o  4J oz. iucluding
motor. Duration 18-20 sec.
Motor and clips only available separately

JETEX 50  motor
& fue l  included !

Comp le te  w i t h  JETEX 50 motor  outf i t  and
three co lou r  self-adhesive decals as shown.
A l l  parts pre-cut i nc l ud ing  easy-assembly j i g
for s imp le  and  accurate bu i l d i ng .  A most  com-
prehens ive  k i t .  Wingspan 21"

Price £1.5.0

Obtainable at agents
KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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and a reasonable amount of skill to get to the end of
the course first. There are a few other hazards and
troubles to be encountered but these must remain
secret for the moment, but will provide some very nasty
surprises for those that come to the Exhibition and
have a go.

Still on a tank theme, Mainstream Productions
Limited of Stockport in Cheshire are providing three
tanks, once again super detailed Tamiyas but these will
be radio controlled with the brand new Mainstream
single channel outfit operating Aurton Servos.

On display also will be just about every type of model
from aircraft to trains plus, of course, most of the
country’s leading Model Shops and Suppliers, etc.

I am certain that this year’s Exhibition is going to be
the best one yet so why not make an effort to come
along some time between the 29th December to the
9th January 1971 ? Pay us a visit and see for yourself.

New Super  Shop
With an area of over 300 square yards, a remarkable

new shop owned by Model Hobby Consortium has now
opened in Lewisham High Street, London. From what
I hear, it would seem to be something of a modellers
paradise with apart from individual display stands from
leading manufacturers, it also features a 125 ft. eight-
lane slot track, a 30 ft. model boating lake for radio
controlled boats and an ‘O’  gauge model railway
track, a customers work shop and for those who have
finished browsing, coffee machines and refreshments.
Visitors to the shop who arrive before October 25th
will have a chance to win a full size sailing dinghy as
a special opening treat. Further details can be found
on page 583 of this issue.

More Exhibitions
The South Manchester Models Club are holding

their annual Exhibition of models from Friday, 13th
November, until the 15th November inclusive in St.
Albans Church Hall, Lindsell Road, Broadheath,
Altrincham, Cheshire. Admission is adults 2s. and
children is. and the times of opening are as follows:—

Friday 18.00 until 21.30
Saturday 10.00 , ,  21.30
Sunday 11.00 „ 20.30

Models on view will include Railway Layouts in
‘N*  OOn3, OO, on the electric side and 3J in. to
5 in. gauge live steam locomotives operating on a
passenger carrying track. Also on show will be model
tracks and engines, aircraft, trams and a wide selection
of Model Boats. Readers in the Manchester area will
probably find this a worthwhile visit and if anyone has
any enquiries, they should contact B. Billington,
18 Cholmondeley Avenue, West Timperley, Altrincham,
Cheshire.

The Norbury and South London Transport Club
The Norbury and South London Transport Club are

holding their annual exhibition at the Stanley Halls
South Norwood Hall, London, S.E.25, on Saturday,
14th November, from 10.00 hours to 19.30 hours.
Admission is adults 2s. 6d. and children is. 6d. but
tickets bought in advance from Mr. A. G.  Eggby,
137 Strathyre Avenue, Norbury, S.W.16, will cost
only is. Unfortunately, the club didn't send further
details on what was going on, but I believe it could be
well worth a visit for anyone in the area at a loose end
on that day.

ON THE EDITOR’S DESK
Many readers may be surprised to learn that plans

for our December issue of the magazine are well under
way as I write this in the middle of September 1 I
must confess that trying to work up the Christmas
spirit whilst still sitting in warm sunshine requires
quite an effort and a fair amount of concentration.
However, this is the way things are run in the magazine
field, and with thoughts of Christmas and the New
Year not too far away, I thought it would be a good
time to inform you that once again the Model Engineer
Exhibition is fast approaching.

The venue for this year’s Exhibition is once again
the Seymour Hall, very centrally located in London
and within easy reach of all the Main Line Stations for
those intending to visit us from out of Town. We are
making a special effort this year to provide more
features that visitors can watch and participate in —
some which we have had before and some which are
brand spanking new.

Round the Pole Model Aircraft, possibly the most
intriguing feature of any model exhibition will be in
evidence again this year for the third time, with a lot
of new aircraft and all the latest developments in this
field. For model car enthusiasts, we have once again
a giant size racing track sponsored by the Electric Car
Racing Association, and we are informed that this
year’s track will be installed in a larger hall in order to
give more room to both competitors and spectators
alike.

The Boating Lake for radio controlled models which
made its debut at our last Exhibition will also be back
again and this year a larger variety of models to watch
and have a go at will be provided. I hear that
Mainstream Ltd. will be providing a variety of electric-
ally powered models fitted with both single channel
and multi channel outfits and we believe that they will
also be featuring a tiny 12 in. long Hydroplane with
a pretty impressive performance.

At last year’s Exhibition, it soon became apparent
that many of our visitors were intrigued with a model
radio controlled tank (which was kindly loaned to us
to let visitors use) and so this year, arrangements have
been made for a large number of working model tanks
as an additional feature.

Three obstacle courses for remotely controlled tanks
are at present under construction here at M.A.P.,
using the superbly detailed Tamiya Tanks of i 25th
scale which are kindly being supplied by Richard
Kohnstarn Limited. The object of the exercise is to
** race ” a model tank across a hazardous course battle
field against two others on similar courses, by operating
two upright levers, one controlling each track. Strategic-
ally placed hazards such as derelict armoured vehicles,
shell shattered houses and a narrow Bailey Bridge will
ensure that tank drivers have to use cool judgement

meccanoindex.co.uk
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WHY DID THE THREE-AND-A-HALF million
’ ’  square mile Sahara—Sahara in Arabic means

wilderness—become desert ? The answer may soon be
found. Early this year a team of international scient-
ists, members of the Air Mountain Expedition, spent
some time there. Their strangest find was a skeleton
thought to be a neolithic cow. Their discoveries in-
dicate that the Sahara—covering one-third of Africa
—was inhabited some 60,000 years ago, while the
extraordinary library of rock paintings discovered this
century in the Tassili mountains, shows that there were

people with cattle and horses living there only some
five to six thousand years ago. Today the only
domestic animal is the camel, yet none are shown in
these drawings. But among the wild animals drawn
so realistically are giraffes, rhinoceros and hippopotami
which have long since vanished from that part of the
continent.

Professor Rhodes Fairbridge, a geologist of Columbia
University, U.S.A., believes that the Sahara was the
Earth’s south pole some 450 million years ago. If so,
it must have gradually tilted on its axis. Proof would
be given if the polar regions were found to have been
tropical. Over-grazing by the nomads’ herds could
be another reason for this vast area, spreading from
the Atlantic to the Red Sea, becoming desert. Less
than two thousand years ago North Africa was wooded.
Libya, Tunisia and Algeria were called Rome’s gran-
ary. Now they have to import cereals. Worse still,
the desert is yearly encroaching on the fertile land
around it. This trend may gradually become reversed.
Geologists, oil-men and scientists have not only dis-
covered oil and natural gas, but great underground
water reserves. A British drilling team has found
sweet water at a depth of 2,700 ft. beneath Kufra
Oasis in south Libya. From the wells they drilled
several hundred acres of barren land have been irrigated
on which wheat and alfalfa are growing well despite
the sun’s heat and the occasional sand storm. It  was
also found that spraying dunes with petroleum pre-
vented them drifting. Moisture and warmth are con-
served so that trees can grow. This has been done
successfully in several areas.

At Hassi Messaoud, an Algerian oil town several
hundred miles within the desert I saw what could be
done with water, fertiliser and split cane shelters.
Weeping willows, eucalyptus and acacia, flowers and
vegetables were growing profusely despite the rugged
climate which is so hot in summer that, even with air-
conditioning, the oil men are not allowed to keep their
families there between May and October.

Heading: Unloaded camels plodding beneath a high sand dune.
Left: Traditional oasis complete with palm trees I

meccanoindex.co.uk
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Rock drawings by an unknown people many hundreds of years
ago—when the desert provided grazing. . . .

Actually palms need a lot of water under their roots.
Although there may be little surface water in many
oases, there is plenty not far down. Without this
graceful tree few humans could live in the desert. It
provides building and fire wood, its fronds are used
for thatching, weaving baskets, cord and mats. Its
dates are the nomads’ staple diet while the heart of
the shoots are eaten like celery. Coffee substitute is
made from date stones which are also used for fuel.
Poor quality dates are fed to goats and camels.

Desert animals include antelopes, gazelle and wild
goats but the ostrich is now scarce. There is also the
fennec, or small desert fox with very large pointed
ears. There are also pests. I t  is the locusts’ breeding-

The Sahara isn’t a flat expanse of dunes. In the
north the chott (large salt pans) are below sea level
while the Tibesti and Ahaggar mountains rise to 11,000
ft. and are sometimes snow-capped. Geologists believe
that extensive areas were submerged by sea during
Cretaceous times. However, the sand found there now
isn’t of marine origin but has been caused by wind
erosion.

The Sahara has three different kinds of surface; the
Erg are basins covered with sand dunes, some of them
several hundred feet high; the Reg are plains covered
with gravel, pebbles and boulders and the Hammada
which are plateaux with bare rock outcrops, deeply
eroded gorges and dry wadis (rivers). The Tanesrouf
—Land of Thirst—is one of the hottest places on
Earth, summer temperatures rising to 136.4 deg. F
(58 deg. C ) ,  and dropping sharply at night. -The
reason for this is the ground’s rapid loss of heat
caused by low air humidity, often less than 10 per cent.
Rainfall is erratic, the worst areas only getting a
shower once every few years. At Tidikclt it has only
rained once in the last decade. But the desert isn’t
totally devoid of vegetation or animal life. The least
moisture and a variety of herbs and small, tough
plants spring up to wither as quickly. Permanent
vegetation includes the * betoun ’ (Atlantic turpentine
tree), the tamarisk whose bark is used for dye, and
the thorny jujube. I t  is thought that oleander and
tamarisk grew there before palms, which are now con-
sidered traditional desert trees. These were probably
introduced, along with the camel, by Arab nomads
from the Middle East some fifteen centuries ago.

ground from whence this terrible scourge spreads to the
fertile lands around its borders. Modem scientific
methods are at last controlling this recurring menace.
There is the deadly horned viper and the scorpion,
and lizards, flies and ticks. Today three great ethnic
groups live there. The mountainous centre is in-
habited by the Touareg, the People of the Veil who
are also called the Blue Men because they wear dark
blue draperies and veils across their faces whose dye

rXbove: Souk day in the Algerian oasis town of El Oued. Note
young date palms for sale—thinking of starting an oasis ?

I.eft: A gamera, or stone cairn, erected to mark the desert
tracks in south Algeria.
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Algerian students in their college “ quad ” in a desert outpost.
It can be very cold —hence the heavy burnous.

highway would link the port of Algiers, and perhaps a
Tunisian port also, with towns in the Republics of
Mali and Niger and south to Nigeria.

If constructed, the highway would allow raw
materials and manufactured goods to flow between the
countries of North and Central Africa, until nowf

separated by the great desert barrier. The scientific
exploration of the Sahara would be facilitated, for
many areas are as yet unsurveyed. Until then, the
long caravans of plodding camels will continue to
transport goods, chiefly salt and ivory. They used to
carry black slaves, gold and materials.

Driving across the Sahara can still be dangerous.
The Algerian authorities’ booklet " Crossing the
Sahara ” describes three north/south routes, the only
really possible ones. Advice as well as the rules to be
observed are given. Motorists must report to the
authorities before starting and can only go if their
vehicle and equipment are adequate. Then they must
check in and out of each outpost. On some tracks
motorists * go at their peril ’ and would have to pay
for being rescued. On others, vehicles must go in
convoy. A basic rule of desert travel is never to leave
one’s vehicle, even to get help. A car is easier seen
from the air or from a distance than a person, that is
provided someone knows of your journey. Otherwise
thirst and sunstroke quickly kill the imprudent. But
with a tough 4 wheel vehicle properly equipped,
crossing the Sahara isn’t very difficult. Sec Sahara
Safari in last month’s issue.

There is still another way. By sand yacht. This
was done last year by 12 yachts taking part in the
Weekend Telegraph sponsored rally which met with all
kinds of adventures before finally, and triumphantly,
making it. However, the great Sahara isn’t conquered
yet. It  still offers many challenges to the scientist and
the traveller.

, h
‘ '1

often stains their skin. These veils protect them from
wind-blown sand and the glare. They are very tall,
proud warriors, these swarthy men, who still wear
heavy swords and ride swift camels. The southern
desert dwellers are negroid. They are divided into
three social ranks; the free men who own palm groves,
herds and so on; the Haratin wfho are tradesmen, and
the slaves, for slavery still survives in isolated areas.
In  the north live the white Arabs. Some are nomads,
the rest live in oases.

With the 1956 discovery of huge reserves of oil and
natural gas all along the northern part of the Sahara,
man has set out to tame the desert. Oases formerly
reached by caravan after weeks of travel are now linked
to the outside world by regular air services. Good
roads have been built across trackless wastes and every
year they penetrate further. Now, with United
Nations’ funds, a project to construct a trans-Sahara
highway is being examined. This huge undertaking
would cost millions of pounds which would have to be
paid by the countries who would benefit most. The

WANTED-AN UNPICKABLE LOCK
justified his claim that it was “ impregnable as the
rock of Gibraltar.” He offered, indeed, 250 guineas to
anyone who could pick or open the masterpiece.

For 56 years it was unpicked and believed to be
unpickable. Then after he had been dead nearly 40
years, a young man called Hobbs from America came
to the Great Exhibition in 1851 and picked the lock
in 16 days, but only with the aid of special tools which
had taken him 14 days to perfect. This dispelled the
dream of an unpickable lock. A present-day locksmith
who has opened well over 1,000 safes declares that,
“ Anything that’s made can be unmade. All that the
safemaker sells is time.”

Time is what the safe-breaker is lacking, for the
longer it takes him to do his job, the greater the risk
of capture. Master locksmiths consider that a lock is
practically pick-proof if a good workman cannot open
it at the workbench in five hours. Crooks do not
open safes and strong rooms in the short time shown
on the screen and in thrillers. They have a kind of
sixth sense that gives some hint of the possible internal
mechanism of the lock. The thief who works success-
fully has probably studied that particular kind of lock
beforehand or has a copy of it.

It does not follow that the more complex a lock is,
(Continued on page 589)

by E. V.  Malone
f lNE OF  THE MOST INDIVIDUAL of all trades
'-J is that of the locksmith. Apprenticeship is for
seven years, but no one is considered qualified without
another ten or twelve years’ experience. This is not
surprising when it is realised that the famous Bramah
lock, a pioneer in the field, had some millions of secret
combinations.

Joseph Bramah, one of the greatest names in the
history of locksmiths, was an inventive genius. He was
bom at Stainborough, in Yorkshire, on April 13, 1748.
Intending to become a farmer, the fortunate accident
of a broken leg sustained at a village fair confined
him to the house. The enforced leisure gave his fertile
brain an opportunity to travel along other lines. Soon
he was inventing anything from a machine to cut
quill-pens to an hydraulic press; from a fire engine
rotary pump to a screw propeller.

The lock that bears his name was patented in 1784
in answer to an epidemic of London burglaries. Not
only had he to make a lock that would defy the clever-
est cracksman, he had also to invent first delicate
precision tools and machinery to make their manu-
facture possible. Eventually, he produced a lock that
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THE
UNIVERSAL

POSTAL UNION
by James A.  Mackay

( )NE OF  THE THINGS which we tend to take for
” granted is the delivery of letters from one country
to another. A fair amount of my mail comes from
outlandish, faraway places, from the South Pacific and
the Himalayas, from central Africa and Saudi Arabia.
My correspondents knowr that, once they have put the
correct amount of postage in stamps on their letters
they will eventually arrive safely at their destination
without further trouble, and without my having to pay
anything extra on receipt. This state of affairs, how-
ever, is relatively modem. A century ago a letter from
a South American country to England, for example,
would have borne stamps of that country which would
have prepaid the postage merely to the nearest seaport.
There British stamps would have had to be added at a
British Packet Agency and then the letter could be
carried across the Atlantic to Britain. Envelopes bear-
ing the stamps of more than one country, known to
collectors as " combination covers ”, are highly prized
nowadays, but they must have been a bit of a headache
to the senders and recipients of letters. Various
countries arranged eleborate postal treaties with each
other, agreeing to handle mail addressed to each other,
and gradually a system of international mail handling
was established.

The first man to envisage a postal system embracing
the whole world was an American, Montgomery Blair,
who acted as chairman at a postal conference held in
Paris in 1863. The centenary of this important meeting
was celebrated by stamps issued by several countries
including Britain. The United States issued a stamp
bearing Mr. Blair’s portrait. Blair died before his
ideas could be put into practice, but they were adopted
by the Postmaster General of Prussia, Dr. Heinrich
von Stephan, whose experience in welding together the
multitude of postal administrations in the kingdoms,
principalities and duchies of the German Empire
enabled him to propose a General Postal Union, ten
years after Blair’s plan. This Union was formally in-
augurated in October 1874 at Berne in Switzerland
and five years later it changed its name to the Universal
Postal Union. In the beginning the Union had only
22 member countries; today almost every country in
the wrorld adheres to it and today it has 142 full
members covering every part of the globe.

The member countries agree to accept the mail of
every other country, a complicated accounting system
being adopted to adjust the payments which are due
to or from each of the contracting nations. The
permanent headquarters of the UPU are in Berne to
this day and it is interesting to note that the Inter-
national Bureau of the Union issues its own stamps, for
use on its own correspondence with member countries.

The UPU holds a Postal Congress every five years,
a different country acting as host. The first four

congresses, held in Paris (1878), Lisbon (1885),
Vienna (1891) and Washington (1897) did not produce
any philatelic souvenirs, but for the 1900 Congress
held in Berne, Switzerland issued a set of three stamps
as well as special postal stationery. No stamps
appeared for the Rome Congress in 1906 and no further
congresses were held till 1920, on account of the First
World War. For the Madrid Congress of 1920 Spain
issued 12 stamps, while the Stockholm Congress four
years later had no fewer than 15. Britain was host to
the 1929 Congress and issued a set of five stamps—
including a £1  stamp showing St. George and the
Dragon. The Tenth Congress, at Cairo in 1934,
resulted in fourteen Egyptian stamps, while the last
pre-war congress, at Buenos Aires in 1939, resulted in
a set of eight from Argentina.

Paris was the venue for the 1947 Congress and
France released five stamps. Two years later a special
meeting was held at Berne to mark the 75th annivers-
ary of the Union, and Switzerland released a set of
three stamps for the occasion. In 1949 almost every
country issued stamps in honour of the UPU—about
700 stamps altogether ! More recent congresses have
been held at Brussels in 1952 (12 stamps), Ottawa
in 1957 (two stamps), Vienna in 1964 (eight stamps)
and Tokyo in 1969 (four stamps).

The premises occupied by the International Bureau
were felt to be inadequate and a new building was
constructed at a cost of 20.5 million Swiss francs.
The seven-storey block was opened officially on May
20th of this year and as well as offices contains an
exhibition hall, library, philatelic museum and a
restaurant. Many countries have issued stamps to com-
memorate the opening of the new building and a selec-
tion of these is illustrated here. With less than four
years to go before the Union celebrates its centenary
I can predict that there will be an even greater spate
of stamp issues in the ensuing period.

WANTED AN UNPICKABLE LOCK
Continued from page 588

the safer it is. Often the old-fashioned hand-made
type requires more ingenuity and patience in picking.
There has always been a race for supremacy between
locksmiths and lockpickers. But despite some success-
ful attempts that have bountifully enriched the evil-
doers, the locksmith has always maintained his lead.

Scotland Yard has nearly a ton of picklock imple-
ments, booty taken from thieves and suspects.
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V

“Contest ’70
Results

QNCE AGAIN IT IS  MY PLEASANT duty to
announce the names of the prize-winners in the

last Meccano Model-building competition—rather late,
I am afraid, but the delay was unfortunately caused
by circumstances beyond my control. All winners,
however, were notified by letter some time ago and so
they, at least, did not have quite so long to wait.

Before listing successful entrants, I would like to
report, generally, on the Contest which was both dis-
appointing and pleasing at the same time. The dis-
appointing side lay in the fact that the total number
of entries was rather lower than normal, but I suspect
that we were to blame for this. The competition was
not as well publicised as other competitions have been
in the past and, as a result, I am sure that some
prospective entrants did not hear about it in time to
build a suitable model for entry. Our  problem in this
particular case was that Magazine space has been in
such short supply throughout the year that we have
had to concentrate on utilising what space was avail-
able for interesting complete Meccano and other
articles, at the expense of other things. Never fear,
though, we have every intention of continuing to run
competitions in the future and you may be sure that
these will all be publicised to the full.

by Spanner

First Prize in Section B of ** Contest ’70 ” was won by Air.
Sidney Kennedy of Christchurch, New Zealand with a highly
accurate and completely unique model of the Lyttelton Harbour
Floating Crane “ Rapaki ” ,  Mr, Kennedy ii pictured here with

his model at an exhibition in Christchurch,
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Coming to the pleasing side, this undoubtedly lay
in the tremendously high standard of modelling evident
throughout both Sections of the competition. The
majority of entries, with very few exceptions, were
themselves up to accepted prize-winning standard—so
much so that the judges had to be especially critical
in choosing the winners. I know I seem to say some-
thing similar after every competition, but all indications
are that the models entered get progressively better with
each contest. This, of course, makes the judging more
difficult, but at the same time, it makes the task far
more enjoyable.

A point which I am very pleased to mention is that,
for the first time I can remember, all entries were cor-
rectly presented, i.e. they were all properly marked up
with the name, address and Section letter of the en-
trant. Also, most entries were accompanied by very
comprehensive written outline details of the models
and, although these were not a condition of entry, they
did help the judges a good deal. Most models sub-
mitted were illustrated photographically, but there
were some sketches and diagrams, all of which were
perfectly clear. Indeed, a great deal of time and
trouble had been taken in the majority of cases, all
of which created a good impression with the judges.

Perhaps most important of all. Meccano ** Con-
test ’70 ” can claim something which I believe to be
unique in Meccano competition history. As far as I
can trace, it is the first competition wc have held in
which there has been a joint runner-up in any section.

Always in the past, there has been one 1st prize,
one 2nd prize, and one 3rd prize, plus a selected
number of consolation prizes in each section, but on
this occasion the judges decided unanimously to award
two third prizes in Section B ! The additional winner
was Miss Heather Burton of Norwich, Norfolk, with
a very good model of the " Britannia ” Class Loco-
motive Oliver Cromwell The accompanying

illustration of the model indicates that it might well
have gained a prize on its own merits but the judges
were mainly moved into taking this unprecedented
step, not specifically on the model’s attributes, but
because it was built and submitted by a member of the
fair sex I There may have been unsuccessful entries
that were technically as good, but the judges take many
things into consideration and it is certainly most un-
usual for a Meccano competition entry to be submitted
by a young lady. The judges therefore felt that a
special prize was called for, additional to the usual
prizes to keep everything fair and equal throughout.
I fully agree with them, and my sincere congratulations
go out to Miss Burton. Indeed, I congratulate all
winners, while at the same time hoping that unsuccess-
ful entrants will not be too disheartened. There is
always the next time !

Prize-winners were as follows: Section A:  1st, Reiner
Forsati, Cape Town, S.  Africa; 2nd, Colin Watts,
Sale, Cheshire; 3rd, Neil Pluck, Christchurch, New'
Zealand. Consolation Prizes: Leslie Huett. Upminster,
Essex; Martyn Brown, Leyland, Lancs; Clive Weston,
Bradford, Yorkshire; Graham Brown, Leyland, Lancs;
Stephen Ashford, Cookham, Berks; John Turton,
Ramsey, Hants; Michael Watson, Driffield, E. Yorks;
Paul Angel, Hereford, Herts; David Hartland,
Taunton, Somerset; Richard McDougal, Pinner,
Middlesex.

Section B: 1st, Sidney Kennedy, Christchurch, New
Zealand: 2nd, B. Edwards, Kempston, Bedford; Joint
3rd, E. Jenkins, Northfleet, Kent; Miss H. Burton,
Norwich, Norfolk. Consolation Prizes: S.  Lacey,
Hinckley, Leics; Dr. A. Grinnaert, Lens, France; J.
Van Raalten De Bili, Holland; Stephen Wilson,
Bradford, Yorkshire; A If Hindmarsh, Lincoln, Lincs;
J. Holme, Hemel Hempstead, Herts; Benjamin Walton,
Hull, Yorks; F. D. Aria, Via Poona, India; Timothy
Ward, Ha rfield, Bristol; Mr. H. J .  Halliday, London,
S.E.15.

A detailed model of a ‘‘ freelance ” Heavy-Duty Lorry gained
the First Prize in Section A for Reinar Fossati of Cape Town,
South Africa. This underside view of the model shows some

of the excellent details incorporated.
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AMONG THE
MODEL BUILDERS

with Spanner
Full credit for this completely enclosed Differential goes to Mr.
David (rauld of Dundee, Scotland. Easy to build, it Is more
realistic in appearance than the standard Meccano construction,

yet works equally as well.

I
6 5 3 8

The few component parts of Mr. Cauld’s Differential. Mounted
on Rod 2, inside the Cylinder, are two A in. Pinions.

Neat Differential
Thanks to the tremendous variety of parts—particu-

larly gears—in the Meccano system, it is possible to
build all sorts of interesting mechanisms, many of
which can be made tremendously complex and intricate.
Complexity aside, though, one of the most useful
mechanisms in daily use, is the simple Differential as
incorporated in the drive axles of motor vehicles. So
frequently is this mechanism, in fact, that a sort of
" standard construction ” has grown up over the years.
This construction has undoubtedly been ideal for its
intended purpose, but it has one slight disadvantage
in that it is “ open ”, i.e. the component gears are
open to view, whereas a commercial differential is fully
enclosed.

An enclosed differential is not, of course, essential
for most Meccano purposes, but, as the rightful aim of
many serious modellers is to reproduce every section
of their constructions to as high a degree of accuracy
as possible, it is a point that deserves consideration.
Mr. David Gauld of Dundee, Scotland, is one modeller
who has successfully considered the point, having
designed the very neat, totally enclosed Differential
illustrated in the accompanying photograph. It  is
easy to build, effective in operation and beautifully
free-running.

The “ enclosed ” nature of the unit is achieved by a
Cylinder 1, in opposite centre holes of which a 1 J in.
Rod 2 is journalled. Mounted on this Rod, inside the
Cylinder, are two | in. Pinions, one fixed and the other
loose, each spaced from the side of the Cylinder by a
Washer. In mesh with these Pinions, at opposite sides,
are two J in. Contrate Wheels 2 and 3, each fixed on
the end of a 2 in. Rod 4 which also carries a Collar
5. The end cheeks of the unit are supplied by a 1 |
Contrate Wheel 6 and an 8-hole Bush Wheel 7 tightly
clamped to the ends of the Cylinder by two 3 in.
Screwed Rods 8 running between them and fixed in
place by Nuts. Rods 4 are journalled, free, in the
bosses of the Bush Wheel and Contrate, Collars 5
being so positioned against the inside of the bosses
as to keep the 3 in. Contrates in mesh with the J in.
Pinions. Drive is taken to Contrate 6. It’s simple 1

Crane Drive Transmission
Moving down country from Dundee, Scotland, to

Birkenhead, England, we have another very interesting
idea; this one, from Mr. Stan Evans of Bevington,
Birkenhead, for a method of transmitting a triple
drive from a base-mounted gearbox to the swivelling
top section of a model such as a dockside or tower
crane. I t  is not the gearbox, itself, but purely the
drive transmission system.

In most crane models with a swivelling top section
on a fixed base section, the drive for movements such
as load hoisting, jib lulling, etc., must be actually
housed in the swivelling section of the model as the
fact that the section moves normally prohibits the
drive from being housed in the fixed base. Mr. Evans*
system overcomes the problem by enabling the drive
to be transferred from the stationary base to the
moving top section, using the method shown in the
accompanying diagram (not to scale).

Under operating conditions, the parent model would
need to incorporate a roller bearing and it is essential
that the ** spider ” of this bearing have an open centre
to accommodate the drive gearing. A suitable spider
could be built up from a 5J  in. Circular Girder inside
a 7j  in. Circular Strip, the two joined together by
1 |  x in. Double Angle Strips, the lugs of which
would serve as journals for the rollers.

Secured by long Bolts or Screwed Rods to the
underside of the swivelling section of the crane is a
Gear Ring 1, in mesh with which is a i in. Pinion 2
on a Rod projecting up from the fixed base section
of the crane. This drives the slewing movement of the
model.

Coming up through the central pivot point of the
model is another Rod 3 which carries the drive for
one of the desired top-section movements. Mounted

PARTS REQUIRED

2—17 2—26 4—37b 2—80c
I — 18a 1—28 2—38 1—216
1—24 2—29 2—59
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A diagram of the transmission system developed by Mr. Stan
Evans of Prenton, Birkenhead for transferring a triple drive
from a base-mounted gearbox to the swivelling top section of
models such as Dockside or Tower Cranes. Letters A and B
represent the roller race flanges, letter X the underside of
the swivelling top section and letter Y the top of the fixed

base section.

on this Rod, inside the Gear Ring, is a Socket Coupling
4 in each end of which a J in. Pinion is carried,
Pinion 5 at the lower end and Pinion 6 at the upper
end. This whole assembly is free to turn on the Rod.
Meshing with Pinion 5 is another I in. Pinion 7 on
a Rod bringing the drive from the base source, while
a further i in. Pinion 8 collects the drive from
Pinion 6 and transmits it through suitable linkage to
another desired top-section movement. Pinions 6 and
8 operate on the “ sun and planet ” system so that, no
matter how the top section slews, they always remain
in mesh. The accompanying diagram is partially
“ exploded ”, but it clearly shows the layout of the
gearing and the drive transmission principles involved.

PARTS REQUIRED

5—26
12—37b

1 1 1d 1— 171
1— 180

* Hydraulic ’ Ram
For our final offering this month we have yet

another product from the fertile brain of Mr. Pat
Lewis of Formby, Lancs. On this occasion, Pat has
come up with a first-class working simulated hydraulic
ram: "simulated” because it is not actually hydraulic,
but “ working ” because it operates on the ram prin-
ciple—and extremely effectively, at that ! Further-
more, it has all the appearances of a hydraulic unit
and can be made to operate smoothly and quickly
when powered by a motor. The mechanism is ideal for
use in advanced models of hydraulic diggers and ex-
cavators, etc., and, in fact, Pat has mounted it on a
typical digger arm for our purposes. The arm is built
up in two sturdy sections from suitable Girders joined
by Flat Plates, the main section being pivotally
attached to the secondary section six holes from the
end of the second section.

(Continued on page 597)

Highly realistic in appearance, but screw-operated, this simu-
lated hydraulic ram for hydraulically-operated Excavator and
Digger models was designed by Pat Lewis of Formby, Lancs.

A close-up view of the “ ram ” showing its uncomplicated,
but extremely effective construction.
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size, already * gridded ’ in ink or biro, and on this
one draws in the details—taken from the table—in
pencil (once used, these can be rubbed out and the
1 gridded ’ square used again). Ideally, the grid lines
should be 4 in. apart, this representing a 6 in. table
grid, although in the illustration, the lines shown are
those of a 12 in. grid—the idea being to save the extra
lines and make the thing a little less complex.

Once the map is drawn on the gridded board, all
that remains is for the players to get cracking, Each
notes his map position before the move on which con-
tact was made, and again the moves are made altern-
ately, but this time, although the moves are again
‘ blind in a manner of speaking, they are actually
taking place on the wargame table, and consequently
actual table moves—scaled down, naturally—are used.
Since we were speaking of reconnaissance groups using
armoured cars, then the move would have to be the
equivalent of the armoured car road move which, as
we know, was 24 in. On  what we might call the
4 close contact * map this, in the map/table scale of
1 in. = 24 in., would be 2 in. Right, so having decided
visibility by the normal throw of the dice, and having
determined that it is 30 in., we know that on the * close
contact ’ map this is in effect 2 |  in. So on we go.

Giving LEFT first move, as in the preliminaries,
his armoured car moves up from ‘ x ’ and reaches a
point 2 in. ahead, arriving in square C.7 at a point
indicated as 4 y RIGHT now moves from * a ’, his
armoured car reaching ‘ b * at the extreme western
edge of G.3. Both references are given by the players
as they make the moves, but neither can as yet see
the other (the distance for visibility is taken from
square to square and if there is any doubt, from centre
to centre of the two squares involved).

LEFT moves again, another 2 in., this putting him
in square C.5, his position being shown as ‘ z Now,
from centre of C.5 to the centre of G.3 is less than
2 J in., so obviously they have sighted each other and
a declaration of position and strength has to be made
by each player. Accordingly, on to the table would
go two armoured cars, LEFT’S being at ‘ z ’ and
RIGHT’S at position * a ’. From this point the battle
may be joined and they can blaze away at each other
to their heart’s content.

Now, in the example we have just gone through—
not too laboriously, it is hoped—there were no follow-
up forces, but had there been any on either side, the
squares containing them would have to be announced,
of course, although naturally not what their com-
position was, at least, as long as they were out of
visibility. So, if, for example, LEFT had a heavy
tank or two following up a couple of squares or so
behind the armoured car, RIGHT, although getting the
grid reference for them, would not know what was in
the particular square until they had moved up and
been placed on the table, doubtless is gun range of the
enemy armoured car.

Now I’m quite sure that the alert reader and
student of the military art will have seen the pos-
sibilities now open to exploitation, for this use of the
table/map is one of the means by which we can
achieve tactical surprise on the wargame table. Let
us, for example, suppose that the armoured car pushed
forward by RIGHT was followed, at a discreet dis-
tance, by a tank which, instead of moving forward,
took up a hidden position in the edge of the wood
in H.3. Following upon the initial confrontation, let
us suppose that RIGHT withdraws his armoured car,
apparently signifying that discretion is the better part
of valour. LEFT, elated at the retreat of his enemy,

BATTLE
by Charles Grant

Part XXXI—More About Maps

LIAVING ARRIVED AT THE POINT where two
opposing forces—the strength of each of which is

unknown to the other—are confronted, we now have
to set up the situation on the wargame table and
proceed from there. Now, a glance at the section of
map shown in Part XXX demonstrates that the con-
frontation took place in the vicinity of the village
located in sub-square B.2.1, and this will be the point
round which the remainder of the drama unfolds itself.

Before anything else can be done, however, the
point concerning the relationship—scale-wise, that is—
between map and table must be decided. That is to
say, we have to decide just what the actual playing
area represents on the map, and how much of the
latter will have to be set up on the table. It seems
more than likely that some sort of scale will already
have been decided upon, and to make the thing as
simple as possible, let us say that 1 inch on the map—
this being the side of a sub-square, of course, represents
a distance of 8 ft. on the table. By a strange coinci-
dence, we find that the table in use is square, each
side being 8 ft. in length, so it does not require much
thought to see that the area of a single sub-square
represents the exact size of the table we have in use.
Now, if the contact took place in the exact centre of
some particular sub-square, it would be apparent that
all we should have to do is to set up on the table the
terrain of that sub-square. The event, however, is not
always so simple, and, as actually happened in our
example, the centre point of the contact was well to the
east side of the sub-square in question, so that it would
make the action a trifle lop-sided were we to reproduce
only that sub-square. What we want, to be fair to
all concerned, is to reproduce part of one sub-square,
B.2.1, and part of B.2.2. The procedure for carrying
this out is not difficult and consists of using a small
square of transparent acetate sheet or perspex, cut to
the size of the table—that is, 1 inch square—and
superimposing this on the map, by the elementary
device of sticking a pin through its centre and then
on to the point of contact on the map.

So far, so good—when the contact is made, and
both players agree, then one sets up on the table the
appropriate terrain, hills, woods, rivers, and so on, but
with this done, one important thing remains. Here I
am deliberately bringing in as many complicating
factors as I can—and this one is the question of visi-
bility. One need not at the outset deploy one’s hard-
ware on the tabic for the edification of one’s opponent.
A ‘ sighting 1 certainly has been made but the only
troops involved are the advanced parties of either side,
and if further forces are in attendance, the two
4 generals 1 might well wish to keep this fact to them-
selves, The best way to cope with this situation, having
determined visibility is by way of a second map,
quickly drawn, to represent the area of contact, to wit,
the area already laid out on the table. The handiest
way of doing this is to have a board of the required
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hidden chap is an artillery F.O.O., when the action
would be taken by guns possibly off the table.

All the foregoing has been concerned more or less
with the formal procedure as it takes place, with both
parties unwilling to concede anything and, for one
reason or another, insist on the actually plotting of
the moves on the small board. Many times, however,
it will be found in practice that it is not necessary to
go to such lengths when, for instance, the players are
content to have simply a verbal statement of what is
taking place. LEFT might say—“ Well, I’ve an
armoured car moving along towards the village, what
have you got about ? ” RIGHT might reply to the
effect that he, also, has an armoured car near the
village, looking around to see what is afoot, but that
he does not necessarily propose to do anything violent,
for the moment, at least.

follows up, pushing his armoured car forward, right
into range of RIGHT’S tank, which immediately looses
off a shot at point blank range, with any luck writing
off LEFT’S car as a total loss. This naturally gives
away the tank’s whereabouts, and it has to be placed
in position forthwith. All sorts of ploys are readily
seen. If RIGHT had arrived at the village first, with
infantry, shall we say, he could have filled the houses
with riflemen, machine guns, bazookas, and so forth,
and generally laid on quite a reception for his oppon-
ent. A player needs declare the composition of con-
cealed troops—although he has previously given a map
reference for them—only when an actual reconnais-
sance has been pushed right up to contact, or when
the hidden guns or whatever come into action, thus
revealing their presence. This applies when they are
within visibility, this usually being the case, unless the

Village

WoodSI*

tHill '

____t
Left
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DINKY TOY NEWS
New Crime-Fighter & Racer

by Alan Jones

The new Dinky Toy Alfa Romeo Tipo Le Mans, No. 210, is
an action-packed model which comes complete with a set of
water-slide transfers advertising several well-known “ sponsors.**

| 1GHTS FLASHING, SIREN HOWLING, tyres
screeching, the American Police Car hurtles on its

way, hot in pursuit of its fleeing quarry. . . .
Regular T.V. viewers and cinema-goers will instantly

recognise this scene, found time and time again in any
number of U.S. crime thrillers on small and large
screen alike. They will have an instant mental picture
of the famous crime fighter, steaking along the high-
way at breakneck speeds, skidding terrifyingly round
corners without the driver seeming to bat an eyelid,
while we viewers no doubt cringe in anticipation of a
spin-out. It’s something we’ve all done.

Although some people might argue, I think it is
true to say that the typical American Police Car is
one of the most exciting and most feared (by criminals,
of course!) cars on the roads, highways and turnpikes
of the United States, today. It’s fast, extremely man-
oeuvrable, strong, uncompromising, loud and easily
distinguishable. And this is the car Dinky Toys have
chosen as the inspiration for their latest model—No.
251 U.S.A. Police Car.

The Police Car has been developed from the Pon-
tiac Parisienne (the first Dinky, you may remember,
to ever carry Speedwheels), but this version has its
own individual features. In addition to the original
plated retractable radio aerials built into the rear
wings and controlled by a sliding button in the base-
plate, it is equipped with a dummy roof siren in
bright plated finish and an imitation red roof light.
Although these do not actually work, the effect is
highly realistic, and this realism is further increased
by moulded interior seats, full glazing, plated wing
mirrors and American-style number plates, plus a
uniformed “ Cop ” behind the wheel. Finish is in the
authentic colour scheme of white gloss body, white
interior and simulated black vinyl roof, with

“ POLICE ” lettering on the front wings and boot lid,
or “ trunk ”, as the Americans call it. All in all this
is a good, robust model which should prove to be a
valuable addition to the young crime fighter’s squad.

New Racer
If the crime fighter is catered for with the Police

Car, the young racing enthusiast has an invaluable
addition to his “ stable ” in a new racing car released
with the Police Car—No. 210 Alfa Romeo Tipo Le
Mans.

In real life Alfa Romeo has always produced cars
of quality and distinction and, although their appear-
ances are usually confined to the race track or rally
circuit, they have still earned for themselves a truly
international reputation in the high performance sports
car field. To  uphold this tradition to the highest pos-
sible degree Alfa Romeo have produced yet another
winner in the racing car class, the Tipo Le Mans which,
like most other Alfa racers, was developed from the
highly successful Tipo Tubolare.

The Le Mans is an extremely unusual, but attractive
car, distinctive for its long low shape. Unbelievably,
it is only 3 ft. high, at its highest point, while being
over 14 ft. long, and this gives great stability. The
most distinctive feature of all, however, is its unusual
" fins ” these carried not only on top of and at the
sides of the engine cover, but also at the front of the
car ! The fins naturally act as stabilisers and, with
its aerodynamic shape and a top speed of 190 m.p.h.
(300 K.P.H.), it is easy to see why this Alfa was
such a success.

Dinky have successfully captured all the lines of
the real thing in the new model and have managed
to incorporate all sorts of interesting model features
in addition. It comes with a transparent engine cover,
which hinges backwards to allow access to a highly-
detailed bright-plated engine, and also sports fully
opening doors, plated racing-type mirrors, detailed in-
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Dinky Toy No. 251 U.S.A. Police Car. Based on the Pontiac
I’arisicnnc , this new Dinky has all sorts of additional features.

terior and competition numbers. Speedwheels, the ob-
vious choice for a Dinky Racer are fitted as standard,
the wheels, themselves, carrying wide racing tyres at
the rear. Finish is in flamboyant red, with gleaming
black doors, matt black front panel and a moulded
white interior.

A novel touch to add greater realism to the model
and to greatly increase the fun for the collector is a

sheet of water-slide “ advertisement ” transfers sold
with the Alfa and intended to be added to the model
in suitable positions. Most racing and rally cars, these
days, are literally plastered with “ stickers ” advertis-
ing the companies or products which sponsor them and
now’ the Dinky Toy collector can provide sponsors for
his own model. Five pairs of names are included—
Ferodo, Trico, Bosch, Lucas, and Dunlop and the
effect they give when added to a model is remarkable.
All the names are leaders in their fields and the new’
Dinky, also, will be a winner all the way 1

AMONG THE MODEL BUILDERS with SPANNER (from page 593)

Journalled in the end of the secondary section is a
2 in. Rod, in the centre of which a Threaded Coupling
1 is fixed, the Rod passing through the end transverse
bore of the Coupling. Fixed by a Nut in the threaded
longitudinal bore of the Coupling is a 6 in. Screwed
Rod 2 on which a Threaded Boss 3 is carried, this
Threaded Boss being secured in one end of a Socket
Coupling 4. Held in the other end of the Socket is a
Plastic Meccano 4j  in. Axle Rod 5, on the lower end
of which a second Socket Coupling 6 is secured. Fixed
in the free end of this Socket Coupling is a | Bevel
Gear 7, in the boss of which a 1J in. Rod is held. A
Spacing Collar 8 is mounted on this Rod, the Rod
then being journalled in the centre transverse bore of
a Coupling 9 carried on two 1 in. Rods inserted into
the ends of the Coupling and mounted in the sides
of the main arm section, where one is held in place by
Collars and the other by a 1 in. Sprocket Wheel 10
and a £ in. Bevel Gear 11. This Bevel Gear meshes
with Bevel Gear 7. The 1 |  in. Rod is free to turn
in the central bore of Coupling 9, being prevented from
sliding out of the bore by a Collar 12.

Under the operating conditions, a Chain drive is
taken to Sprocket Wheel 10 which, in turn, drives the

Bevels and, with them, the Socket Coupling/Plastic
Meccano Rod arrangement. As Threaded Boss 3, held
in the upper Socket Coupling, revolves, the Screwed
Rod is “ screwed ” up or dowrn, thus providing the
ram action. The Screwed Rod, incidentally, fits per-
fectly inside the hollow centre of the Plastic Meccano
Axle which, itself, fits perfectly inside the two Socket
Couplings. This, therefore, is another excellent ex-
ample of how “ metal ” and Plastic Meccano, together,
can be put to very good use.

PARTS REQUIRED
(Excluding Digger Arm)

1— 17 1—37b 1—63c 2—171
1— 18a 2—38 1—64 1— Plastic
2—  18b 6—59 1—79a Meccano
2—30 1—63 1—96 41 in.

Axle Rod

Don’t forget! Any pieces or parts you lack can be
A bought separately from our model shop advertisers

with a big M in their advertisements—there’s one
in your part of the country, . . .
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THE CF  PATROL

RICHARD WIGGAN

TVHEN H.M.S. ENDURANCE entered Portsmouth
” dockyard recently for re-fitting, she presented a

rather unusual appearance for a ship of the Royal
Navy. Watchers noticed that her hull and decks were
painted red, with her superstructure white and funnel
buff. These are unique colours for a naval ship. But
the 3,600 ton Endurance is rather unique. She is the
Navy’s only ice-patrol ship and supports British in-
terests in Antarctic waters. No other British service-
men are in the Antarctic other than perhaps a few men
lent by the Army or Royal Air Force to the British
Antarctic Survey in a civilian capacity.

Ships operating in the ice have to be specially con-
structed, and this is true of the Endurance, She was
built in 1956 as the Anita Dan, one of the ice-
strengthened cargo ships of the Danish shipping firm
of J, Lauritzen. The Royal Navy bought her in 1967
and she was converted for naval service at Harland
and Wolff’s yard at Belfast. The main alterations were
to fit her with a flight deck and hangar for two
Whirlwind helicopters and build extra accommodation
and storerooms for her naval crew in three of her four
holds. She was also fitted with a lot of specialised
equipment for hydrographic surveying. Her single
diesel engine gives a maximum speed of 14 knots and
she has a long range. Navigating in ice is tricky work,
and Endurance can be controlled from the crow’s nest
to give her officers a good view of channels through the
ice. Her hull and decks are painted red so that she can
be easily spotted at a distance when in the ice, particu-
lar!v from the air. White, for the superstructure, and
buff, for the funnel, are the usual colours of a
surveying ship.

Fittingly, the 305 ft. Endurance is named after
the ship in which the famous explorer Sir Ernest
Shackleton sailed for the Antarctic in 1914.

She was trapped by ice in the Weddel Sea in 1915
and finally crushed and sunk. Sir Ernest and his crew

went by open boat to Elephant Island, from where he
made his epic voyage in one of Endurance's open boats,
the James Caird, to South Georgia. The party, after
a remarkable crossing of the island on foot, w'ere able
to get help for the men still stranded on Elephant
Island, not one of whom was lost. The present-day
Endurance, re-named by the Hon. Alexandra Shackle-
ton, grand-daughter of Sir Ernest, has three boats
named after the boats of rhe original vessel—James
Caird, Stancomb Wills and Dudley Docker,

Men serving in the Antarctic today may not have
the same feeling of isolation as in the period when the
early explorers, ill-equipped by modem standards,
suffered hardship and danger in the quest for know-
ledge, but the life is still a lonely one. Yet men do
volunteer to serve in Endurance, which has a company
of 12 officers and 106 men. It  is Naval custom to send
a man to the ship for which he volunteers, if this is
possible, If sufficient men of the correct grades do not
volunteer, her company is made up by normal drafting.
Usually, about three-quarters of the company are
volunteers.

Endurance has three jobs in the Antarctic. The
first is to provide a British naval presence in the area,
as allowed by the Antarctic treaty; secondly, to give
help to the British Antarctic Survey; thirdly, to carry
out hydrographic surveys as needed by the Hydro-
grapher of the Navy.

Most of Endurances time in the Antarctic is spent
on hydrographic duties, which are a little-known but
very important aspect of naval work. The Hydro-
grapher of the Navy is the oldest and smallest operat-
ional department of the Ministry of Defence (Navy),
being founded in 1795. The department produces a
world -wide coverage of charts and navigational publi-
cations. There are 3,500 British Admiralty charts
available, the most accurate in existence and with an
incomparable reputation. Though they cost vast
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amounts of money to prepare and maintain, they are
nevertheless on sale to everyone. Most other nations
similarly reciprocate because all maritime nations have
a common interest in safe navigation.

Endurance's task in this field is particularly vital
for Antarctic waters are still mainly uncharted and
a great deal remains to be done. The information
obtained is “ fed back ” to London and her charting
work is used by the Hydrographer to produce charts
of the Antarctic.

The Ice Patrol is restricted to the British sector of
the Antarctic and the local ice conditions confine
Endurance's coastal work to the west coast of Graham-
land. But she does seismic and geophysical work
throughout the Scotia Sea.

It  is a lonely life for the ship’s company, which also
includes a small detachment of Royal Marines, but
there are compensations. There is that special spirit
of comradeship found between men living and working
together in unusual conditions. There are also interests
outside their normal duties to keep the men occupied.
They play football, but instead of on grass it is played
on ice. The penguins strutting about also add their
own contribution to the life of the Antarctic. There is
a chance, too, of a meeting with an icebreaker of the
U.S. Coast Guard, which has been made famous

through numerous films and stories. There is no close
co-operation with the Coast Guard, but if one of their
vessels is met with there is the usual cheerful exchange
of greetings between those who suddenly find they
are not alone in a cold, desolate world.

Ice Patrol duties may not be as exciting or as
glamorous as those of some branches of the Royal
Navy, but they form an essential part of the whole.

Heading: H.M.S. Endurance shown in
close-up in pack ke .  Note helicopter on

deck aft.

Above left; A shot of the ship making
her way through pack ice in compara-

tively easy conditions.

Above right: H.M.S. Endurance in the
Lemaire Channel.

Centre: The ship leaving her anchorage
in the Argentine Islands passing the
British Base as she approaches Meek

Channel.

Right: Three-quarter rear view of
H.M.S. Endurance which shows flight
deck and helicopter with its stowage

hangar.

Ail Photos . CROWN COPYRIGHT
Issued by Director of Public Relations

(Royal Navy), Ministry of Defence,
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MEET THE

30 29  38
Here she is at last — the magnificent little Showman’s Traction
Engine, designed and built by Mr, H. J. Halliday of London,
which won the Meccano Cup at this Year’s Model Engineer

Exhibition.

Spanner describes the magnificent
Traction Engine which gained the
Meccano Cup at  this year’s M.E. Exhibition
ME VER LET IT BE SAID that Meccano Magazine

does not keep its word I In the write-up on this
year’s Model Engineer Exhibition in the April issue we
reported that the Meccano Cup was won by veteran
modeller H. J, Halliday with an outstanding miniature
Traction Engine which, despite its small size, was
packed with detail and we promised at the time that
we would do our best to feature it in full in a " sub-
sequent edition Well, this is that subsequent edition
and here follows a full constructional article !

Just before describing the model, however, I would
like to extend my personal congratulations to Mr,
Halliday for a first-class model. Il is only eight inches
long, yet is overflowing with realistic detail. WThen
pushed along, various gears and a flywheel spin
merrily around and it even includes working steering,
although this is controlled, not from the cab, but by a
pinion protruding from beneath the belly tank. A very
interesting visual effect has been obtained by the
liberal use of brass-finished Set Screws which con-

trast well with the silver-coloured parts. In fact, Set
Screws have been used in many cases in place of
standard Bolts, their slightly smaller size enabling them
to fit into places where the ordinary Bolts might prove
a little awkward. When fitting Bolts, by the way, Mr.
Halliday stresses the importance of using Washers
beneath the heads of all Bolts passing through elon-
gated holes, particularly the holes in the Plastic Plates
of the canopy. This is a standard practice which
should always be followed.

Tender
Dealing first with the construction of the body, or

tender, the base of this section is a 3 in. Flat Girder 1
to which two 3 in. Angle Girders 2 are bolted, using
their circular holes, the forward securing Bolts also
fixing two Fishplates 3 in position through their
elongated holes. The free ends of these Fishplates are
brought together as shown. Attached to the rear ends
of Girders 2 through their circular holes are two
Angle Brackets, the heads of rhe fixing Bolts upper-
most. Bolted to the vertical lugs of these Brackets
arc two in. Angle Girders 4, the rear securing Bolts
also fixing a 1 x | in. Angle Bracket 5 and a 1 in.
Triangular Plate 6 in position. Note that the apex
of this Triangular Plate is bent rearwards at 90 degrees
to form a towing lug, while bolted to the free lug of
Angle Bracket 5 are two Rod and Strip Connectors
spaced from the Bracket and from each other by two
Washers in each case. Right-hand Angle Girder 4 is
also bolted to nearby Girder 2.

Now fixed through their round holes to the vertical
flanges of Angle Girders 2 are two 2 in. Flat Girders
7, these being positioned in the upper limits of the
elongated holes of Girders 2. Journalled in the lower
third holes of these Girders and in the corresponding
holes of Girders 2 is a 4 in. compound rod 8 on which
a Collar and a Coupling are mounted between the
girders. The compound rod consists of two 2 in. Rods,

'7 /
16

10 25 24

In this view, the canopy and rear wheels have been removed
to show the layout of (he gear arrangement in the tender section.
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the left-hand Rud passing through the Collar and
halfway into the bore of the Coupling, the right-hand
Rod taking up the remainder of the Coupling. Note
that the A in. Grub Screws in both the Collar and
Couplings should be replaced with 7/64 in. Grub
Screws and that the Rods should be fixed so that they
revolve independently.

Flat Girders 7 are each extended upwards by a 1J
in. Flat Girder 9, a 1 in. Bolt being used in the for-
ward right-hand position. Screwed onto this Bolt, but
spaced from the Flat Girder by two Washers, is a
Threaded Coupling, arranged with its centre transverse
bore horizontal. Secured on the centre right-hand
fixing Bolt and spaced from the Flat Girder by a
Collar, are two Fishplates 10, the circular holes in
these Fishplates coinciding with the upper centre hole
in Flat Girder 9. Another two Fishplates 11 are
similarly fixed to the left-hand Flat Girder, but note
that these are mounted at the rear end of the Girder
—not in the centre. Journalled in the free holes in
these and in the upper rear holes in right-hand Flat
Girders 9 is a 1$ in. Rod held in place by a J in.
Pinion 12, fitted with a 7/64 in. Grub Screw, and a
I in. Pinion, Pinion 12 being spaced from the Flat
Girder 9 is a 1½ in. Rod held in place by a £ in.
with a 60-teeth Gear Wheel fixed on the right-hand
section of compound rod 8, while Pinion 12 meshes
with a second J in. Pinion fixed on a Long Threaded
Pin journalled in Fishplates 10 and in the centre hole
in left-hand Flat Girder 9. The Pinion is spaced from
the Girder by three Washers, another three Washers
spacing the '* nut ” of the Threaded Pin from the
Girder. Two 6-hole Wheel Discs 13, one on top of
the other, arc fixed on the threaded shank of the Pin
to serve as a flywheel, whereas the final drive pinion
is represented by an electrical Contact Screw 14, held
by Nuts in the upper centre hole of right-hand Flat
Girder 9.

Two 1 x J in. Angle Brackets are next fixed through
their short lugs to the horizontal flanges of Angle
Girders 2 three holes from the rear end. Secured by
Set Screws to the long lugs of these Angle Brackets,
but spaced from the lugs by a Washer in each case,
are two in. Strips 15, the upper ends of which are
joined by a Fishplate held in place by Set Screws, the
heads of which point forward. Strips 15, with their
Angle Brackets, should be bent rearwards slightly to
ensure that the heads of the Set Screws do not foul
Pinion 12 and that the Angle Brackets do not foul the
half-shaft bearings.

Now fixed to the vertical flange of right-hand Angle
Girder 2, through its second hole, is a Fishplate 16,
held in place by two Nuts on the shank of a pro-
truding j in. Bolt representing a step. Another | in.
Bolt is held in the lower hole of the Fishplate to serve
the same purpose. A J in. Bolt is fixed, shank out-
wards, in the second hole of left-hand Girder 2 to
later serve as the brake pivot, then the steering wheel
is represented by an electrical Contact Stud 17 held
by Nuts in an Angle Bracket which is bolted at an
oblique angle to the upper rear corner of right-hand
Flat Girder 7.

At the rear of the tender, a Handrail Support 18 is
attached to the top of left-hand Girder 4, being spaced
from the Girder by three Washers, at the same time
securing an Angle Bracket to the inside of the Girder.
Bolted to this Angle Bracket is a vertically-mounted

in. Flat Girder 19, also fixed to the top of right-
hand Angle Girder 4 by a 1 x J in. Angle Bracket,
Bolted to the centre right-hand hole of the Flat Girder
is an ordinary Angle Bracket, in the free lug of which

% flJatS. -4.
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20
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52 53

A clase-up view o£ the rear of the body showing the screw-
contralied brake fitted to the Traction Engine.

a Bolt, carrying a Washer, is held by an electrical
Terminal Nut, this Nut uppermost.

To  the tops of the rear flanges of Girders 4, inside,
arc bolted two Rod and Strip Connectors 20, the
securing Bolts fixing two Fishplates to the outside of
the Girders, one on top of the other. The Rod and
Strip Connectors will later form two of the anchoring
points for the canopy.

To be continued

49 50

48 46

36

27
28.

2 2

An underside view of lhe model, without the canopy, Note the
non-Meccanu steering chain supplied by cheap locket chain.
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L
AIR NEWS
by John W.  R. Taylor

Bti l  L’H-IH Iroquois helicopter—“ the flying crane .”  The
almost countless number  of tadpole-like splodges each represent
a damaged helicopter that the Iroquois has hauled to  safety

to be  repaired and fly again on  their mercy missions.

Evangel’s new Bush Transport
[ ATEST NAME TO BE ADDED to the list of

American manufacturers of STOL (short take-off
and landing) transport aircraft is Evangel Aircraft
Corporation of Orange City, Iowa. Their Model
4500 light passenger-freighter, illustrated
may not be the most handsome machine in its class;
but it will take some beating as a vehicle able to haul
one-ton loads out of the kind of airstrips used by the
world’s “ bush ” operators.

The boxlike fuselage, rectangular wings and square-
cut tail surfaces are designed for maximum efficiency
and ease of maintenance and repair in places where the
usual airport and aircraft factory services may be
non-existent. Construction is all-metal, and the heavy
dihedral on the outer wings, with conically-cambered
tips, should ensure good stability, even in hot, turbu-
lent climates. The engines are well-proven, sturdy.
300 h.p. Lycoming 1O-54O-K1B5 “ flat-sixes ”, with
fuel injection, driving Hartzell fully-feathering con-
stant-speed propellers.

In addition to the pilot, the Evangel 4500 will carry
eight passengers, an equivalent weight of cargo or mixed
passenger/freight payloads. Loading is via a large
forward-opening door, extending the full depth of the
cagin and 3 ft. 9 in. wide, on each side, aft of the
wing. Large crates, and the 55-gallon drums of fuel
and oil that are in standard use all over the world,
can be passed easily through these doorways and
stacked into a cargo bay 10 ft. long.

The Evangel 4500 spans 41 ft. 3 in., is 31 ft. 6 in.
long and has a maximum take-off weight of 5,500 lb.
It  can take off in only 500 ft. with a full load and
lands in 475 ft. Range is 700 miles, cruising at 175
m.p.h. at 10,000 ft.

Production is already underway at the rate of one
aircraft a month, and the first machine should have
been delivered to the Wycliffe Bible Translators in
Peru by the time this issue of Meccano Magazine is
published. Meanwhile, the prototype will have been
demonstrated in public for the first time at the Abbots-
ford International Air Show in British Columbia,
Canada, the country which was the home of the sort
of bush flying for which the Evangel is so well suited.

Britain’s new ** Dogfight ” Missile
The full-size models of Hawker Siddeley Dynamics*

new Taildog missile, illustrated on the right, look
deceptively simple. Externally, each consists of a
straightforward cylindrical body, rather like a large
cigarette, with six rectangular tail-fins at one end and
a glass nose over the infra-red homing unit at the other.

In fact, Taildog may prove to be the most lethal
air-to-air weapon yet devised anywhere in the world.
Combat experience in Vietnam has shown that present-
day missiles, like Sidewinder, lack the manoeuvrability
to hit a tightly-turning enemy aircraft over short
ranges. As a result, missile designers were given the
task of devising a weapon that would be efficient over
such ranges, to fill the gap between unguided air-to-air
rockets and longer-range guided missiles. The United
States Air Force asked twelve of America’s leading
companies to let it have design proposals for such a
weapon, under the designation AIM-82A, as soon as
possible, as potential armament for its forthcoming
McDonnell Douglas F-15 fighter. The U.S. Navy
was even more specific, stating that the Agile missile
it wanted for its new Grumman F-14 “ swing-wing ”
fighter would have to be effective at ranges as short
as 1,000 yards and would need an infra-red guidance
system.

Meanwhile, Hawker Siddeley Dynamics had been
making such good progress with Taildog that TRW
Systems, one of America’s leading missile firms, ob-
tained licence rights to use in its AIM-82A proposal
some of the " know-how ” that was going into the
British weapon. In particular, it is expected to make
use of Taildog’s control system, under which the
missile is steered by deflecting the exhaust gases from
its rocket motor instead of by the usual pivoted con-
trol surfaces. Controllability is, of course, the key to
the effectiveness of a missile that has to catch an
evasive target; so there could be no better tribute to
the capability of Britain’s missile men.

Evangel 4500/STOL Hght passenger freighter—a prosaic name
to cover  one of the world’s remaining “ adventure ” jobs of

bush transport in the wilder parts of the  world.
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Passengers receive free Treasure Map
A “ treasure map ” showing points of interest

throughout the Hawaiian islands is just one of a whole
range of items in a kit which United Air Lines gives
to each of its passengers on flights to that colourful
part of the Pacific. A “ Friendly Skies Savings Guide ”
tells its readers how to get the most from a holiday in
the islands and contains 36 savings certificates, offering
price reductions at specified restaurants, night clubs,
amusement parks and shops, and special rates for
rented cars and surfing lessons.

Another certificate can be used to obtain free use
of a Kodak Instamatic camera and colour film. Pas-
sengers who take advantage of this simply drop off
their exposed films at any Hertz Corporation counter.
At the end of their stay, they return the camera and
pick up their photographs.

A booklet on Hawaii's history guides those who
want culture as well as relaxation in the sun, and there
is even a folder entitled “ Hawaii for the Malihini ”

71 per cent in World War II .
On average, it takes only 17 minutes to pick up a

wounded man and fly him to a forward aid station.
Typical of the near-miracles that this makes possible
was the experience of an 18-year-old American who
was one of the most severely wounded persons known
in medical history. A high-velocity shell had carried
away one kidney, several feet of his intestines and half
of his pelvis; yet it was possible to save his life after
hours of surgery, gallons of blood transfusions and
tremendous doses of antibiotics—solely because a
helicopter had ferried him speedily to where he could
be tended.

Aircraft, as well as men, have been saved by the
hundred. Every silhouette drawing on the side of the
Bell UH-1H Iroquois in the picture on this page re-
presents a damaged helicopter that it has hauled back
to base to be repaired and to fly again.

20 million Passengers
According to the British Airports Authority, its

airports at Heathrow, Gatwick, Prestwick and Stansted
handled an additional 34,000 take-offs and landings
last year—95 more each day then in 1968. The num-
ber of passengers passing through the airports increased
by nearly two million, to a record 18,145,212, and will
almost certainly exceed 20 million for the first time in
1970. Averaging nearly 55,000 people every day, this
may sound pretty terrific; yet the B.A.A. expects
more than 30 million passengers to pass through
Heathrow and Gatwick alone by 1974.

Nearly £1,300 million worth of cargo was handled
at the four airports between January and September
1969. The most interesting aspect of this business is
that 47 per cent of all cargo still travelled on passenger
aircraft rather than in specialised freighters. Although
this reflects mainly the fact that shippers like to take
advantage of the greater frequency of passenger flights,
the proportion is hardly likely to change in a “ jumbo ”
age, as each Boeing 747 can carry as much cargo as
an all-freight Boeing 707 in addition to the average
number of passengers that it carries across the Atlantic.Not giant cigarettes but Britain’s latest air-to-air combat

missiles the Hawker Siddeley Dynamics “ Taildog.  ’*

Flashback to 1929 the Boeing 40B-4 a four-place passenger
cabin and mail carrying aircraft. . . . Fashion seems to have

made the dresses at least all the rage again !which provides a quick lesson in the language for those
who intend to get away from the usual tourist spots.

United Air Lines is, incidentally, the first operator
to point out an interesting feature of the newT Boeing
747 “ jumbo jets ”.  The first-class compartment in the
nose of each aircraft is so far forward that passengers
actually arrive at their destination ahead of the flight
crew. The last time this happened was probably back
in the early days of U.S. airline services, when the
pilot of the Boeing Model 40 biplane sat in an open
cockpit amidships while his four passengers occupied
an enclosed cabin in front, between the wings. Model
40s were flown by United Air Lines and its pre-
decessors, including Boeing Air Transport.

Lif-saving “ Choppers ” in Vietnam
Casualty evacuation helicopters have performed such

superb service in Vietnam that more than 81 per cent
of all U.S. Army soldiers who have been wounded in
action have survived their injuries. This compares
with 74 per cent in the Korean War, when " choppers ”
were first used on a large scale as air ambulances, and
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King pin Vertical
inclination Forward

Direction

by B. N.  Love

Part I I

Further
Vehicle

Mechanisms
EFFICIENT STEERING ON MODERN high-

speed vehicles demands careful attention to
‘ Steering Geometry * in the design stages to ensure
minimum tyre wear, good road holding and cornering
properties and the least driver fatigue. The parallel
arm steering common to most vehicles has been demon-
strated in Meccano parts on many occasions but the
combination of those features required for accurate re-
production is not easily achieved with the standard
parts at the disposal of the Constructor if he is to
keep his models within reasonable scale size, viz a viz
prototypes.

Fig. 1 shows what is known as Camber Angle on
a front wheel in which the centre line vertically through
the tyre is set at an angle to the King Pin. The first
advantage of this is that the centre point of contact

of the tyre section on the ground will coincide with
the turning axis of the King Pin, or nearly so, which
means that the wheel is steered, in the stationary
position, almost on a single spot instead of through
a wide arc which would produce steering ‘ drag * and
driver fatigue. At the same time, tyre wear is reduced
as the geometry involved reduces * scrubbing ’ of the
tyre tread.

Fig. 2 shows another important aspect of front
wheel mounting known as Castor Angle. A glance at a
four-wheeled porter’s trolley on a railway station will
quickly show that all four wheels are castored, i.e.
fitted in forks with a pronounced trailing effect. This
ensures that an initial push or pull on the trolley will
align the wheel directions to that of the line of effort.
The slight tilt to rear of the King Pin shown in Fig. 2
is sufficient to provide castor action in the steering
geometry so that, after cornering, the car will tend to
straighten up, the steerig wheel returning to central
position without effort on the part of the driver.

20°

22°

Front ax le

F IG .  4
Wheels turn through

dif ferent angles when
cornering .

Front Ax le

‘Toe- in ’  ------'

--------- B -----------*

F IG .  3 .  Dimension A is less
than B
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FIG 7
Steering linkage comprising track- rod,  steering arm, drag link

and drop arm.

It is sometimes mistakenly thought that this self
centring of the steering wheel is caused by splaying
open the front wheels slightly to produce the same
effect. On the contrary, in the stationary position, the
front wheels of a vehicle have a very slight inclination
towards each other rather than being splayed apart.
This feature is known as ‘ toe-in ’ and, although such
an adjustment is measured in fractions of an inch, it is
sufficient to provide a counter against the tendency of
the front wheels to splay apart under normal travelling
conditions and thus prevents unwanted strains on the
steering mechanisms and links.

It may be confusing at this stage to point out that
once the steering wheel is turned, the front wheels will
immediately start to ‘ toe-out *. Fig. 3 shows the * toe-
in ’ alignment and Fig. 4 shows the * toe-out ’ con-
dition when cornering. It will be noticed from Fig. 4
that the inside wheel, when cornering, is turned through
a sharper angle than that of the outside wheel. The

Meccano steering hub  capable of 1 castor angle adjustment. reason for this is that the front wheels of a car will
complete two turning circles in a full turn, one circle
being inside the other. Fig. 5 illustrates this and shows
why the wheel describing the smaller circle requires a
greater angle of turn. This is achieved by setting the
steering arms of the front wheels at a pre-determined
angle, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows a method of making a steering hub in
Meccano parts. The hub Range is a 2 in. dia. Sprocket
Wheel fitted with a pair of Handrail Supports. These
carry a 1$ in. Axle Rod to act as the King Pin which
is journalled in a Short Coupling attached to the ex-
treme end of the axle. By packing out the top Hand-
rail Support with Electrical Brass Washers, camber
angle can be achieved. The l i  in. Axle Rod must be
free to pivot in the Short Coupling which is secured
to double thickness Narrow Strips by Set Screws
packed with a Washer to prevent the shank of the Set
Screw from binding with the Axle Rod forming the
King Pin. The lower Handrail Support is fitted with
a short Threaded Pin in its tapped hole and the shank

ri

FIG 6
Path or inside

wheel  on
shorter radius

Front
wheels

Genera l  turn ing
t cent re Rear

wheels
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FIG 8

j

the Crank arms are pi vetted on lock-nutted bolts
attached to the brake lever in such a way that a for-
ward movement of the brake lever drives the Crank
bosses outwards to bind against the inside of the Wheel
Flange. These bosses are sprung inwards for return
motion by a short Rubber Driving Band linking them
together.

More positive braking action can be achieved by
making brake shoes from several thicknesses of Pawls
without bosses, Part No. 147c. If these are locked on
to a short Screwed Rod pivotting in the boss of a
Threaded Crank attached to the wheel hub, a strong
braking effect may be transmitted to the Pawls by an
external lever. I t  is even possible to make fibre brake
shoes by using 14 in. Insulating Perforated Strips
bolted together or pivotted in stacks on Pivot Bolts
inside the brake drums.

Simple brake cables may be formed from Loom
Healds, Pan No. 101, as shown in Fig. 9a and these
are strong enough to provide considerable braking
effort. A flexible brake cable can be made up from
Meccano Spring Cord, Part No. 58, and for demon-
stration purposes. Electrical Tinned Copper Wire may
be used running down the centre of the Spring Cord
which would be anchored in Collars at either end of
the brake line. Copper wire stretches quite easily how-Forward  -mounted steering column suitable for mode l  buses,

etc.

of the pin forms the steering arm to which the track
rod is attached by a swivel Bearing, This arrangement
gives a wide angle turning ‘ lock ’ and compact swivel
joints. The angle of the Short Coupling forming the
King Pin journal may be adjusted as follows: Fig. 6
shows a long-shank Bolt screwed into the upper tapped
hole of the Coupling to indicate its alignment. By re-
placing this Bolt with a Screwed Rod and securing
the inner end of the Rod near the axle centre by means
of a Threaded Boss, Coupling, etc., a small degree of
‘ positive ’ or ‘ negative ’ tilt can be set on the King
Pin and locked by nuts to a rigid setting. The spinning
wheel hub carrying the tyre is simply a Boiler End
fitted internally and/or externally with Bush Wheels
to centre it, the tyre being a neat push fit on to the
Boiler End.

A further system of track rod connection is shown
in Fig. 7 where Couplings are employed at the lower
end of the King Pins. These may be set at an appro-
priate angle for 1 toe-out ’ (see Fig. 4 )  to give the
correct turning geometry. In this arrangement, the
steering arm linked to the steering column is carried
at the top of the King Pin on the off-side of the chassis
and runs between the elliptical springs and chassis
member above. The steering arm is fitted with a drag
link making use of Collars, Rod and Strip Connectors
and Swivel Bearings to join up with a Crank acting
as the drop arm from the steering gear. A further view
of the steering column gearing is shown in Fig. 8
where it is seen mounted almost at the front of the
chassis, typical of modern bus steering, the 19-teeth
Pinion giving a reduction drive to the drop arm. The
19-teeth Pinion can be replaced by a 15-teeth or even
a 13-teeth Pinion from the Meccano Clockwork Motor
if a lower reduction is required between the steering
column and the Contrate Wheel which operates the
drop arm Crank.

Braking systems can be incorporated in Meccano
vehicles by utilising Wheel Flanges or Boiler Ends as
brake drums. Fig. 9 shows a simple internal expanding
brake in which the bosses of two Cranks slide outwards
in the slots of a Faceplate attached to the rear springs.
A in. Perforated Strip forms the brake lever and

Simple  internal expanding brake suitable for demonstration
purposes.

FIG 9

Hand brake lever suitable for operating vehicle brakes em-
ploying wire Loom Healds as brake cables.  The Crank
transmits identical braking effort to the far side of the  chassis.

- -  y&t -> a
'ria wtkL

'0
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Considerable detail can be modelled into Meccano
motor cars and lorries, by the careful selection and
use of parts. Fig. 11 shows a neat construction of a
heavy * sporty ’ type exhaust system using a large
number of Washers on Axle Rods and Crank Handles,
a * fishtail ’ being supplied by three 1 in. Triangular
Plates locked in an End Bearing.

Figs. 12a and 12b show how fairings can be moulded
from triangular and rectangular Flexible Plates and
how a badge bar with large headlamps can set off a
stylish radiator. Constructors who favour the Bentley/
Bugatti/Aston Martin vintage models will appreciate
the difficulties in modelling details. Fig. 12b show's an
unorthodox use of Tension Springs in providing flex-
ible feed-out pipes from the exhaust manifold to the
main exhaust line. The E15R Motor used in the model
shown has base flanges with slotted holes. The small
twisted loops at the ends of standard Tension Springs,
as supplied, lock into the slots with a simple twist and
no other form of securing is required.

Next month’s article will deal with Electrical Parts
in the Meccano System and this will conclude the
Constructors’ Guide Series.

Lorry models should be provided with substantial chassismembers as shown in the illustration.

f *
S i

FIG I I

An example of * vintage ’ bodywork on a veteran chassisutilising Flexible Plates to model body contours and variousparts in unorthodox applications.

* Tail-end * modelling of an early type sports car. Note twinspare wheels and tapered faring at rear of luggage boot.

ever and steel wire is preferable—that used in stringed
instruments being ideal for the purpose.

Chassis construction for commercial vehicles should
be rugged as in the prototypes and Fig. 10 shows one
made up in channel girders with skeleton arrangementof leaf springs to indicate wheel spacing at the rear
of a heavy duty lorry. Once the wheel arrangement is
satisfactory, the leaf springs may be reinforced with
additional Perforated Strips or built up from NarrowStrips to give a more pleasing scale.

If leaf springs are employed in Meccano models,
they should be compatible with the size of the vehicle
as far as possible and care should be taken to support
the springs at their ends by well-designed shackles
which will keep them aligned but will also permit them
to bend under load. Our roads are well used by large
vehicles and the observant constructor will note how
the springs vary according to size and class of vehicle,
many of the heavy commercial vehicles having their
springs exposed below a fairly open structure of the
chassis.

One type of popular spring which works well in
Meccano vehicles is the cantilever spring. This is an
* upside down ’ spring which has its forward end and
its centre secured to the chassis and its trailing end is
attached to the rear axle as shown in Fig. 11.

4 Open-sided ’ exhaust details making good use of MeccanoTension Springs in an unusual manner.

FIG 12b
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The second carrier is a model of the largest Naval
ship ever built, and the model rather dwarfs the U.S.S.
Essex, as it is getting on for twice its size. A novel
feature of this kit is the fact that the hull can be
separated at the water-line so the model can be mounted
on a scenic base.

Once again our builder found it an easy model
to build, although the painting details were hard to
follow, necessitating great use to be made of the colour
picture on the box. When completed the model is cer-
tainly very handsome, and contains no less than 30
model aircraft to accompany it.

Price of this one is yet to be announced.
Carrier illustrated is U.S.S. Forrestal.

HAVE
YOU SEE

New Monogram Car Kit
New from Monogram comes yet another l /24th

scale model kit described on the box as “ Son of Ford
In true Monogram style it is very well moulded and
includes as usual a wealth of chromium plated parts.
The orange plastic body shell needs no painting, thus
removing perhaps the most difficult part of model kit
construction. Price is yet to be announced,, but should
be in the region of 17/- .

Airfix Hovercraft
Briefly mentioned last month was the new model

Hovercraft from Airfix. Our sample has now been
completed and builds up into what must be the most
impressive Hovercraft kit ever to appear in plastic
form. It is of course a model of the S.R.N. 4 Hover-
craft which is currently doing the Ramsgate/Calais
run, as no doubt many of you will know. We think
this one will prove very popular of this rather unusual
subject for a plastic kit, and with its wealth of detail
will give constructors a good idea of how the latest
hovercraft are made. Detailing is excellent, even down
to the inclusion of four model cars, which are easily
identified as Volkswagens and Vauxhalls. Price of this
beauty is 24/6d.

Revell Aircraft Carrier Models
Also received recently from Revell are two 1/720

scale models. The first is a model of the USS  Essex,
a Second World War vessel which saw action at
Okinawa. Our builder found it a pleasant and easy
model to construct and the instructions were both
clear and easy to follow. Ten small models of World
War two aircraft fighters are included for fixing to the
deck which nicely rounds off this attractive little model.

Matchbox Release
This month’s latest release from MATCHBOX

takes the form of a new " Superfa st ” model of the
American Freeman Inter-City
Commuter Car. Finished in metal-
lic purple with a contrasting- yellow
flash down either side it is certainly
a most attractive little vehicle. In-
terior detailing is complete with
seats, dash and steering wheel and
is finished in white. A final touch
is the inclusion of free rolling

Superfast ” wheels.
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car outline
COMPETITION

50  Dinky Toy Models to be  Won  /
Fi l l  i n  the  fo rm opposite and simply send i t
in  to Meccano Magazine, Comp’ ,  13-35 Bridge
Street ,  Hemel  Hempstead ,  Her ts . ,  marked
“Car  Out l ine  Compet i t ion* *  or i f  you don’ t
want  to  cu t  your  magazine  just jot  down your
answer on  a postcard and don't forget  your
address !
The  first 50 correct  entr ies received wi l l  be
sent a mode l  of  the  vehicle i l lustrated.

■ The vehicle illustrated is ..................... |

I Name............................. Age...... [
I Add ress................................................... 'I ............................................ I
I _________________________________I

THEACTION-
PACKEDTABLE
CRICKET GAME
A NEW TABLE GAME where
the Cricket enthusiast can
reproduce, a t  will,  all the
finesse of the great Summer
game. Play your own: TEST
MATCHES ! COUNTY CHAMPION-
SHIPS ! GILLETTE andCHARR-
INGTON CUP MATCHES! SUNDAY
LEAGUE C3ICKET I With all the
skill of rea l  cr icket:
bowling, double wickets and
all the OUTS, such as clean
bowled, stumped, caught.
L.B.W.. run out. etc,  Spin,
leg and oft breaks.  Hits fo r
six, four and odd runs.
DISPLAY EDIT ION
COMPLETE with 00  Scale
Miniature Painted Cricketers,
slumps, ball. etc.  Qy g
CLUB EDIT ION
COMPLETE wi th  00  Scale
Miniature Painted Cricketers,
stumps, ball. etc.  together
with Green Baize CO C
Cricket Pitch. O
TEST MATCH EDIT ION
COMPLETE with 00  Scale
Miniature Painted Cricketers,
stumps, ball. e tc .  with Green
Baize Cricket Pitch Sight-
screens. Groundsmen 4
Roller. Spectators, Deck
Chairs A. -7 4
Scoreboard, / *4 -
Please ask at your local
Sports or  Toyshop or
Department Store. In
case of difficulty wr i te
for l i tera ture  and lists
of stockists to

MILE
CRICKET,

DINKY TOY WINNERS !
Below is a l ist  of the  winners who correct ly

identif ied last month’s si lhouette and were  the  first
to send the i r  entr ies to the  Meccono Magazine
Office. To  those of  you whose entr ies were  wrong,
o r  didn’ t  perhaps get  them off to us quickly
enough, don’ t  despair, bu t  have another  t ry  this
month .  The  last month’s car  was, of  course, a
Lamborghin i  Marza l .

Winners .
F. Ger in ,  France; J. Kinchen, Havant ;  G .  Lyall ,
Gr imsby;  D .  Lewis, Lu ton ;  S. L i t t l ewor th ,  Lu ton;
L. G lover ,  Yorks. ;  J. Wel ls ,  Crewe;  D .  Ha tcher ,
Bedford;  G .  Saunders, Southampton;  P. Glynn,
B i rmingham;  M .  Bird,  B i rmingham;  A .  Langham,
Fife;  A .  Bur ton ,  Stoke on T ren t ;  J. Blatch, Sussex;
C .  Mayor ,  Yorks. ;  M .  T inker ,  Maidenhead;  J.
Por ter ,  Rochester; M .  Wi lson,  Beaconsfield; T.
Frankl in ,  Br ighton;  S. L i t t le john,  London;  A .
Drake ,  Cambr idge ;  D .  Whi ley ,  Norw ich ;  D .  South-
gate,  Her ts . ;  N .  Tambl in ,  East Loth ian;  R. Thomas,
Boston; A .  Montea th ,  Has lemere ;  P. Slinger,  Lancs.;
S. Jeffcoat, B i rmingham;  C .  Edgley, H igh  Wycombe;
T.  Baldwin,  Devon;  R. Peatman,  Cambr idge;  J.
Har r ison ,  Sussex; P. Thompson,  Leeds; S. Finch,
Ipswich; S. Rowsell,  Newpor t ;  A .  Robertson,
Ipswich; D .  Snuggs, Hants . ;  P. Nor thway ,  Fife;
P. Cour l ton ,  Ashford;  P. Sims, Southampton;  W.
Vevers, M id lo th ian ;  G .  Rahani, Perthshire;  M .
Gibson, Ox ford ;  A .  Car ter ,  Leicester;  S. K imber -
ley, Staffs.; R. Levy, Manchester ;  N .  Boot ,  Her ts . ;
J. Al len,  Maidenhead;  T.  Dodsley, No t t ingham;
I .  Hobday ,  Oxon .

SUBBUTEO
Oept,C3? Lang ton  Green,  Tunb r i dge  We l l s ,  Ken t .
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If  you are  over 13
you could be
an  Air Cadet4

Join the A i r  Training Corps and you've
got a hobby that’s really worth having.
Here arc a few of  the things you  can do.

Learn about engines, radio,  radar,
parachutes, dinghies, aircraft
recognition—dozens of  other
things.
Visit RAF Stations
on  annual camp.

to fencing—you name i
Prepare for  your career,
i f  you decide to join the
RAF .  i t  is an advantage to
have been i n  the ATC, I f  you
want a civil ian career, most
employers recognise the practical
value of  A i r  Cadet training.

The chassis illustrated above by Midlands ace Phil
Enos is just one of many exciting constructional
features in the November issue of Mode l  Cars .
Added to this are a full photo report of  the Tottenham
Open Meeting, I /32nd scale plans for the Chaparral
2J and an article on setting up and driving by Stuart
Wyatt.

Collectors have a feature on building a ‘ B ’  type
bus in plastic and there are the usual Collectors’
Corner and Autominology columns. A feature on
silver soldering and one or  two surprises are just
part of our not-to-be-missed November number.

Get your wings as a glider pi lot .  The
ATC has 160 gliders, i n  28 different
gliding schools.
Learn about flying. You could even get
a flying Scholarship of  30 hours flying
training (including 10 hours solo) wi th
a Civ i l  F ly ing  School.
Learn to  shoot — .22 as well as .303.
There is a Cadets’ Bisley every year.
Travel and meet people. 1300 cadets visit
the RAF- abroad each year. Cadets may
also visit one of  18 foreign countries
under the international y
air  cadet exchange scheme. U
Make new friends by the 'Ji
dozen ! The Air  Training /B f f
Corps is a voluntary youth IA zj,/
movement whose pro- fsuJff
gramme is specially
arranged so as not  t o
m terk re w11h school
activities. There arc ; '.'R/ff
Units al l  over the /r  S '
country—more than cffiGUr />3
1000 i n  all,

The ATC  has its own fleet o f 50  Chip-
munks. They tire two seal training
aircraft with full dual control and
cadets are encouraged to *
take over in the air,
Every first class f
cadet flies at jidfk
least once

hl

* To Squadron Leader M. R. Burroughs, R AF, Headquarters Air FJ

Cadets (703ZXI ), Royal Air Force, Brampton, Huntingdon. |J

Model
Cars

ON SALE
OCTOBER 2nd
PRICE 3/-

MAKES 5 DIFFERENT
TRANSISTOR RADIOS Last IO  / A

TOTAL BUILDING PRICE 
250 ** J W

Amazing Radio Construction set ! Become
a radio expert for 39/6. A complete Home
Radio Course. No  experience needed.
Parts including instructions for each de-

ign. Step-by-step plan. A l l  Transis-
tors, condensers and resistors,

knobs, screws, etc. all you need. Box
size 14" x 10" x 2"  (parts avail, sep.) Send

only 39/6 4-4/6 P. & P, Money back guarantee,
CONCORD ELECTRONICS LTD. (M.M. 12)

8 Westbourne  Grove ,  London ,  W.2  (Nr .  Bayswater  Tube )
(Callers 9-6 inc, Sat.)

BINDERS
in handsome leather cloth wi th  gold blocked name plate on
spine to take 12 copies of your MECCANO MAGAZINE.
Copies open flat and can be removed unmarked as required.

price including postage l7/6d.

MECCANO MAGAZINE,
13-35 BRIDGE STREET,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

DATE  OF  B IRTH -- I
Send now for this free leaflet L
Itopensuptomakeasuperwallchart ®

NAME

ADDRESS

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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Complete Course in  Single
Channel Radio Control

O 32-page booklets on Single Channel Radio for model : AIRCRAFT
° BOATS CARS

Full size working drawings for model radio-controlled AEROPLANE
° “CRACKER”  44in span for .8-l.5c.c. SPORTS FLYER

BOAT “CORKER”  21 2" L.O.A. cabin cruiser for electric power and
detailed building and operating instructions
CAR “ CA’CANNY ” a modern freelance GP design for electric power
plus conversion drawings for 2 plastic car kits

ALSO Membership application form for Meccano Magazine Modellers’ Club Radio 4-2
A comp le te  course  i n  s ingle channel  rad io  con t ro l

VALUE OVER 12/6,  BARGAIN  PRICE AT  5/- p lus  6d postage
FROM

Model & Allied Publications Ltd.

Now £100,000 INSURANCE
MAP>° Model  & A l l i ed

Publications
L im i ted
13-35 Bridge St.,
Hemet Hempstead,
Herts.

«/>

BhFpw *

M A P. INSURANCE MEMBERSHIP  FORM

PART I to  be handed to Newsagent
To  ___________________________________________________________________ .

Please • reserve /de l iver  one  copy of  * AEROMODELLER MODEL BOATS/
MODEL CARS RADIO CONTROL MODELS & ELECTRONICS
SCALE MODELS/MODEL ENGIN  EER/MODEL RAILWAY NEWS/
MECCANO MAGAZINE,  commencing

We are happy to announce that  ou r  already we l l - known  th i rd  par ty
insurance for readers has now been increased to  offer indemni ty  o f
£100.000! Th is  magnif icent insurance scheme, which covers model l ing
activit ies w i t h i n  Great  Br i ta in ,  No r the rn  Ireland, Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man, has been negotiated w i t h  a leading insurance company.
I t  is suff iciently embracing to  cover all forms of  mode l  act iv i ty .
I t  is equally applicable to free f l ight  models, con t ro l  l ine models,
radio control  models, aircraft, boats, cars and locomotives.

A l l  t ha t  is necessary for you  to do  to  obtain the benefits of  this
magnif icent cover is to complete the  forms a t  the  r i gh t  of  this
announcement, sending par t  I I  t o  us together  w i t h  you r
remi t tance of  5/-, wh ich  covers you for one year, and handing
par t  I t o  you r  usual magazine suppl ier.  Whe the r  o r  no t  you
already have an o rde r  i n  hand for t he  regular supply of  you r  magazine,
th is  form should st i l l  be  handed in and you r  dealer w i l l  adjust his
requ i rements  according to whe ther  you are a new customer o r  merely
cont inu ing  your  o ld  arrangement.

This insurance is t he  p ruden t  th ing  for every model ler  to take ou t ,
bu t  i t  is a sad fact that  un t i l  now.  al though t he  governing bodies of  t he
hobby have offered this cover to t he i r  members, something l i ke  90  per
cent ,  o f  the  model lers i n  the  U .K .  have never  taken up  th is  oppor tun i t y
and are operat ing 'w i thout  insurance p ro tec t ion ’ .  By jo in ing M.A.P.
‘Model lers ’  Accident Protect ion '  you come i n to  the  wor ld ’s  BIGGEST
MODEL  CLUB.  For you r  in i t ia l  subscr ipt ion you obta in  a lapel badge
for  ident i f icat ion and transfers to pu t  on  you r  model .

Comple te  the  form and send on  at once. We  w i l l  send you back you r
membership card, lapel badge and watersltde transfers immediately.

wi th  the issue. ( ’De le te  as applicable.)
Name ________________________________________________________________ __  ________.
Address
PART I I  of the  Form should be completed and sent to us a t  the  address above le f t ,
together  w i th  your  remi t tance of 5/- PART I should be handed to your  usual suppl ier
e i ther  newsagent, model  shop, booksel ler o r  wherever you normal ly
expect to  get  you r  magazine,

PART I I  to  be sent to M A P. L td .
Name  ( in  fu l l ) .
Address __________________________________________________________________________,
____________________________________________Date. ________________________________

I enclose he rew i th  postal o rde r  value 5/-  for membership of  M.A.P.
£100,000 insurance scheme. This sum, I understand, includes two transfers and a
lapel badge, and is condi t ional  upon my  o rde r ing
•AEROMODELLERMODEL BOATS/MODEL CARS/RADIO CONTROL
MODELS & ELECTRONICS/SCALE MODELS/MODEL ENGINEER
MODEL RAILWAY NEWS/MECCANO MAGAZINE:
( •De le te  those not applicable.)
I have today inst ructed my  newsagent ,
Address __________________________________________________________________________
co del iver  me  the  magazine un t i l  further not ice.
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Build working
radio receivers

Making decorat ive glass f ib re  panels is the  main
feature th is  mon th ,  p lus a new  series on  tackl ing
the  di f f icu l t  jobs, and designs for a nest of tables,
a k i tchen un i t  and many others.

Woodworker
ou r  popular, new

MAP> GRAFT MAGAZINE
OCTOBER ISSUE ON  SALE NOW

MODEL & ALL IED PUBLICATIONS LTD.
13/35 Bridge Street • Kernel Hempstead • Herts.Beginner or advanced student-

you learn fast with Radionic kits
Circuits work first time with the Radionic 'no
soldering’ method. With theX3O kit, build 33
experiments : a printed circuit transistor radio,
burglar alarm, morse code buzzer etc.
The more advanced kits are suitable for G.C.E.,
City and Guilds, National Certificate and higher.
Every set includes construction notes and all
circuit diagrams.
It's so easy for you to build and learn because you
construct circuits that resemble the theoretical
diagram. Re-use components easily, too - they're
screw-in-mounted.

Size I x 8 j  ins.
Price 3/- per copy
from all good
newsagents and
paper shops

Plastics
Furniture Making
Glassfibre • Carpentry
Wood Carving, etc.
For all craftsmen

MAR> Woodworker October

if unable to obtain your copy, complete this coupon
and send to MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONS Ltd.,
13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, together
with P.O. for 3/6d. and we will post a copy to you.

Send off this coupon today.

TO : RADIONIC PRODUCTS LTD. ,  I
I St .  Lawrence House, Broad Street ,  Bristol  BS1 2HF

Please send me full details of all Radionic Kits/please send me one
Radionic Kit X30. for which I enclose £7 19s. 6d

(delete where inapplicable).

| Name / :

I Address RADIONIC I
i ‘ v T • •  1
1 RADiOBUfC lRWICS I

COMSTRUCTIDNA1 RITSj

Name .............................................................

Address

4
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MAP, The Finest Range of Model Technical Books in the World  I
117 SOLARBO BOOK OF BALSA MODELS 149 AERO MODELLER ANNUAL

Features on Electric power, Airfoil
research and the Wankel motor.
Electric Round the Pole models
capable of aerobatics and fast
flight on over 40 ft.  lines’ Analysis
of airfoils for gliders. Full con-
structional data for the Polish 10 c.c.
S.W. 992 ' Wankel * type engine.
Over 40 of the top designs of the
year—contest winners, unortho-
dox, new structures, free flight,
control-line and radio controlled
plus the humble chuck gliders.
Features on Centre of Pressure,
Model demonstrations, how to get
the best realism in  finishes. A pot
pourri of the very best, produced to
satisfy all tastes, and, as ever, the
best value in reference books that
money can buy!

Now On  Sa le  1 2 / -

123 pages size 81 x 5|  in.  Coloured
dust jacket bound hard boards wi th
full colour caver illustration.

M,‘,l 1151

About Balsa and Work-
ing wi th Balsa; Boxes and
Cabinets, Racks . . . a
Birdhouse; Solid Balsa
Carved Figures; Space
Frame Models; Balsa
Bridges; Carved solid
models — aircraft, cars,
ships; Carving Propel-
lers; Chuck and Cata-
pult Gliders; Whip Con-
tro l  Models; Boomer-
angs; Kites, Helicopters;
Simple Ship Models,
water lineship models,
power models; Prop-
Hydro; Round Bilge
Hulls; Submarine; Kon
Tiki  Raft; Catamaran;
Scale Car and Roadside Models; Trackside Models; Airport
Buildings; Architectural Models; Military Models; Puppets and
Puppet Theatres, Airspeed Indicator/Beam Balance; Slide Rule,
Micrometer, Caliper rule; Two-stroke engine. Picture sequence
on finishing Balsa Models . . . Text and photos.
10½ x in., 1 12 pages. 15 /

20 HISTORY OF BRITISH DINKY TOYS 1934-64
A book devoted to  the  products o f  one toy factory.
I t  contains no t  on l y  a shor t  h is tory  o f  t he  or ig inal
company wh ich  produced D inky  Toys, bu t  also a
year-to-year descr ipt ion of  t he  cars issued w i th  a fine
selection of  photographs devoted mainly t o  ear l ier
and less commonly  seen examples, and a very  valuable
series of  cables l is t ing a l l  D inky  Toys, 1934-64 i n
numerical  o rder  w i t h  a special number ing  system
which  is designed co smooth  the  way for  co l lectors.
This ‘ Col lectors '  Piece ’ of  a book should be i n  the
hands of  every single D inky  Toy fan.

x 5 }  in.  152 pages. Cloth bound, gold blocked spine.
Two-colour dust cover, 76 photo-illustrations, ■ r I
numerous tables. I 3 / "

HISTORY OF BRITISH

0y C«Cil Glb ibn

SIMPLE

CARDBOARD
MODEL*

DEASON

■

128
MECCANO
MAGAZINE
HANDBOOK
Essential to every
Meccano user is
this comprehen-
sive booklet. Deals
wi th manufacture,
general hints, mec-
hansims, motors
and special outfits,
spares, clubs and
history. Dealers’
directory.

2'6
HANDBOOK

132 SIMPLE
CARDBOARD
MODELS
This magnif icent ly- i l lustrated
book deals wi th working models
of Rollers, Road Engines, Ships,
Cars, Tracklaying Vehicles, Rail
and Tramway models and other
working models, including models
of RAIS Scillonian and the Ruston
Bucyrus Excavator.
9 i  x 7 j  in., 120 pages, square backed,
drawn on two-colour picture cover. I IT J
75 photo illustrations, 77 draw- | j | —
ings, including working plans.

I 20  INTRODUCTION TO BATTLE GAMING
Au tho r  Terence Wise is a master of  his subject and introduces the  new-
comer  t o  t he  many facets of  this fascinating hobby i n  twe lve  chapters and
numerous appendices. Subjects include Or ig ins  of  bat t le  gaming; choosing
an era;  basic field layout ;  adding real ism; organising an a rmy;  rules for
ancient warfare;  rules for horse and musket  era;  ru les for modern  warfare;
variat ions o f  t he  game; ideas for advanced players; making model  soldiers;
f inal touches.
7 }  x 4$ in. 160 pages, hard bound in linson boards, with
full-colour dust cover specially posed. Profusely illustrated
throughout. 21 /

INTRODUCTION TO

BATTLE
GAMING

20 132HOW TO ORDER.  Ring
round  t he  reference number
of t he  t i t les  you have chosen.
Car ry  ou t  totals to cash
co lumn and then  tota l  up  at
the  bo t tom,  POSTAGE free
on  orders  over  12/6.

MAP'
120 128

117 149
Name

£Address
7J x in. 66 i Z
pages. Profusely Q
i l lustrated.

MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LTD. 13 -35  BRIDGE ST. ,  HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
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See how Electronic
Control workswith
the Automatic press
The load for pressing is slid
down the ramp breaking a light
beam as it arrives in position
under the press tool. As the
beam is broken the motor starts
and the press tool descends
upon the load, held in place by
the metal retaining gate.
As the press tool is automatically
raised the metal gate is also
lifted to allow the load to slide
down the ramp. The light beam
is then restored and the machine
is then re-set to allow the next

N load to pass through.

Add this exciting electronic
accessory set to your existing
sets and control your motorised
models automatically.

Electronic Control
This set includes a battery
control box, an electronic eye
that acts as an automatic
switch, a relay, solenoid, bulb
holder, plugs and wire, (motor
not included).

youcahaddanew
‘computeraoe'loo

MECCANO
Every Set  NEW  — every mode l  NEW
See NEW MECCANO a t  you r  toy shop  now!
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MAMOD
MODELS ARE

AU Go*Go*Go
Mamod steam models are powerful fun.

Go-go-go for a realistic traction engine or steam
roller, with open wagon or lumber wagon

to hitch on. Or go for a stationary
engine to power mamod miniatature

tools, a boat and other
working models. Superbly

engineered. Guaranteed. From
45/- to 132/6 at leading

toy or sports shops.

a mo STEAM MODELS MEAN A WORLD OF FUN FOR YOU

Manufac tu red  and  fu l l y  Guaranteed by :  MA  UNS.(Engineers)  LTD.,  206 THORNS ROAD, QUARRY BANK,  BRIERLEY HILL,  STAFFS
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GLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Nicke l  P la t i ng  is s imple and cer ta in w i th
" N l ck l e r y te  ” compound.  No  e lect r ic i ty
needed. Results guaranteed. J oz.,  7s. 6d . ;
I oz. ,  I ls .  6d . ;  4 oz,,  40s. On  steel a p r i o r
coating of  *’ Copper i t e  " is recommended—
A oz., 4s. 6d . :  I oz.,  7s. 6d .  For  a genuine si lver
p lat ing use ” Si lver i te , "  A oz. ,  8s. 6d . ;  I oz .
16s.; 2 oz. .  30s. post  paid. Mai l  o rde r  on ly .—
Klensyl  Products (MM) ,  56 Norman Road,
Sut ton,  Sur rey ,  E-J

Col lec to r  Urgent ly  Requires for  surpr is ingly
h igh prices, any unusual cast i r on  and t i n  coy
chi ldrens'  money-boxes made before 1950. I
part icular ly wan t  a " Footballer ” money box,
a "Tommy , ”  "Queen  V ic to r ia , ”  "W imb le -
don , ”  "G renad ie r , "  "Vo lun tee r . "  “ John
Bu l l , ”  Sentry ( t in ) ,  Giant ,  C lown ,  ” Hoop- la , ”
" Robot ” (a luminium),  Musical Bank, etc.,  bu t
w i l l  consider any k i nd  of  money-boxes, espec-
ially those w i t h  wo rk i ng  parts and mov ing
figures. Exchange also considered against o ld
toys, pre-war Meccano, e tc .  A l l  le t te rs  answered
so please wr i te  i f  you  can help.—Haley, 5
Flushouse, Ho lmbr idge ,  N r .  Ho lmf i r th ,  Hud -
dersfield HD7  IQD.  H/S

PRIVATE:  M in imum 18 words  6*.  and  4d.
per  word  for each subsequent word .

TRADE:  M in imum 18 words  I ls .  and 8d.  per
word  for each subsequent word .

Box  numbers  count  as six words  when
costing the  adver t i sement .  When  addresses
are  included these a re  chargeable  a t  the

mainder  of  the  adver t i sement .  Copy  and
box  number  repl ies should be  sent  to the
Classified Adver t i sement  Depar tment ,
MECCANO Magaz ine ,  13-35 Br idge  S t ree t ,
Hemel  Hempstead ,  Her ts .  Latest  copy da te
for inser t ion  in  the  December  issue, Oc tober
8th .

GENERAL
"M.M.s”  1916-1942. Avai lable/Wanted.  £40

(m in imum)  offered for complete  se t .—Lamber t ,
60 Salhouse Road, Rackheath, Norw ich .  F/J

“ Rubber  S tamps  ** made to o rder .  For sale
” Pr in t ing  Set Outfits,” for mak ing posters,
displays, pr ice  t ickets,  etc. ( inc luding new
pence).—G.  Fenton, I Jefferson Close, West
Bromwich,  Staffs. Te l :  021-556 3798. T/C

Pre -War  to 1950. Dinky ,  Tootsietoys and
Tinplate model  vehicles. Any  number  pu r -
chased.—Pinnock, 10 Hurs tv i l le  D r i ve ,  Wa te r -
loovi l le,  Hants.  Te l . :  2958 (evenings). A-KFOR SALE

Large  Co l l ec t i on  of  Dinkys,  many o f  t hem
supertoys, most ly  m in t ,  boxed.  Also Match-
box  series, and Ho rnby  " O ” gauge trains all
reasonable prices. S.A.E. for l i s t  t o— P. Downey ,
5 Swiftsden Way, Bromley,  Ken t .  H I

Perfect  Replica’s P/N  l l |  Channel Segments $
(Aust.) ,  8.00 pe r  set of  8 (A i rma i l  S9.50). Each
set makes an l l g  i n .  d iameter  c i rcular  channel
g i rde r .  Two sets make an excel lent large r o l l e r
bearing simi lar  t o  obsolete P/N 167, inst ruc-
t ions supplied i f  requ i red.  Replica P /N 156
Pointer  S0.75c each (A i rma i l  S I .00).—  W.  R.
Inglis, 219 Blackburn Road, South Blackburn,
3130, Victor ia,  Austral ia.  H I

Meccano  Set  9 ;  mechanisms outf i t ,  E leck t r ik i t
p lus various ex t ra  parts. EI5R motor ,  all i n
excel lent condi t ion.  Meccano magazines, various
194-4-1950 and la ter .  Offers, Price, 26 Pine
Wood,  Sunbury, M iddx .  I

Meccano Magaz ines  for sale. 6/54, 12/57-12/58
complete,  4/59, 1-9/60, then  2/61 to 8/64 com-
plete.  Most ly  excel lent cond i t ion .  Reasonable
offers.— Madden, 43 Latchmere Lane, Kingston.

Pre -War  model  t rains sought by  Lowke,  Macklin,
Bing, etc.  O o r  larger also t inplate toys.—
10 Church H i l l ,  Patcham Village, Br igh ton.
553940. T/C

GREAT BRITAIN
2/6,  5/- & 10/- FREE

This  packet o f  stamps is given absolutely FREE
to  al l  genuine applicants for my  super ior  used
Br i t i sh  Colonia l  Approvals  enclosing 4d. i n
stamps for postage. Overseas Appl icat ions

inv i ted .
D. L, ARCHER (M)

2 LITCHFIELD WAY,  BROXBOURNE, HERTS

Wanted .  " M.M.s ” January 1968 to  date. Large
Meccano, any co lour ,  condi t ion.  Reasonable
pr ice.—27 Queen Street ,  Stret ford,  Manchester.

Meccano Aerop lane  and car construct ion sets
wanted. Top  pr ice paid. Good  cond i t ion  p re -
fer red.  Price and part iculars to—Box  No .  47
(Birmingham),  ” Meccano Magazine " Offices,
Heme l  Hempstead, Her ts .  I

Wanted .  Dinky  toys No .
(based on  Classic 315), 15s
model,  o r  pr ice agreed for any o ther .  Also £1
offered for m in t  condi t ioned D inky  Toys, Rolls
Royce Silver Wra i t h .  Wr i t e—Mr .  M .  W i l l i am-
son, Johns Farmhouse, L ict lebury,  Saffron
Waldon ,  Essex. I

1 43, Ford Capr i  Mk .  I
. for  m in t  condi t ioned

LIQUID RUBBER
type compound — skin colour
JUST MELT  AND POUR

Sets stiff but flexible. Makes all kinds of
objects or perfect moulds for reproduction.
Generous sample posted to you in solid
form with full instructions for 30/- inc.
nos' & packing. Post now :—

THE POODLE SHOP (DEPT .  M .M.2 )
24 Derby  Lane ,  L ive rpoo l  13

TRADE
Bat t l egamers ,  Wargamers, have you t r ied

Bayonet, the magazine for wargamers ? If no t ,
send 3s. plus 6d .  postage for  an in t roduc tory
copy of  ” Bayonet . ”—20 St. Peter’s Road,
Broadstairs, Ken t .  I

WANTED
Eagle Comics  Wanted .  —E.  Fernie, 7a Bracon-

dale, Norwich,  Norfo lk .  I

RADIO
S.A.E br ing*  f ree brochure.  An  in t roduc-
t ion to  R/C cont ro l  and details o f  the
wor ld ’s  best single channel tone guidance
system. Over  5,000 i n  cur rent  use
throughout  t he  wor ld ,  quant i ty  produced
and fu l ly  guaranteed for best range and
qual i ty  a t  on ly  £13. Comple te  6 and
10 channel Mu l t i  Reed outfits w i th  o r
w i thou t  Servo Packs, f rom £35 | .  Dig i ta l
th ree,  four ,  five and six channel Pro-
por t iona l  equipment  from £110. Good
selection of  second-hand Radio a.ways
in  stock.

VISIT THE LARGEST MODEL
STOCKISTS IN  THE COUNTRY

★ STAFFED BY EXPERTS * PART
EXCHANGE * H.P. FACILITIES * MAIL

ORDER INCLUDING OVERSEAS *
ORDERS UNDER £3 POSTAGE & PACKING 5/-
Isleworth, Weston and Wakefield open

Monday to Saturday. Leicester closed Monday.
All shops open until 830 p.m. Friday.

WE SERVICE ALL  RADIO EQUIPMENT WE SELL

KITS, ENGINES, ACC
We stock all current Kits,
Engines and Accessories. We
hold large stocks of Balsa and
plywood as well as engine spares,
radio parts and kits of pares.
We  always have bargain lines, as
well as a good selection of
second-hand Boats, Aircraft, Mar-
ine and Air-cooled Engines.

00473 RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES LEIC. 21935
581 LONDON ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDX.  52a LONDON ROAD, LEICESTER
53 BRADFORD ROAD, WAKEFIELD WAK 77363 I ,  THE CENTRE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE WESTON 6600
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ODEL
SHOP
DIRECTORY

M denotes Meccano accessory
and spare parts specialists

Tel: 709-7562LIVERPOOL
| LUCAS’S (HOBBIES) LTD.,
I 7 TARLETON STREET,

L IVERPOOL I .
I HOBBIES or  everything the model maker
| requires. Aeroplanes, Cars, Chemistry Sets,
I Railways, Meccano Building Kits, Instructional
I Toys, also a selection of Games, Dolls and
I Soft Toys.

Tel: Regent 1846LONDONTel: Crewe 55643AYLESBURY
Tel:  85752

TAYLOR & McKENNA
46 FRIARS SQUARE

CREWE
JEREMY,

16 PRINCES ARCADE,
P ICCADILLY,  LONDON,  S .WI .
MECCANO ACCESSORY AND

SPARE PART SPECIALIST.

EVELYN WILSON,
86-88 MARKET STREET,

CREWE,  CHESHIRE.
Meccano Sets — Accessories and Spares —
Hornby Tri-ang Train Sets — Accessories and

Spares — Frog Kits.

LONDON Tel:  01-560 0473

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

581 LONDON RD., ISLEWORTH,
MIDDX.  Ma i l  Order  Specialists

Open each weekday and unt i l
8.30 p.m. Fridays.

Largest R/C stockists in  the country.
Own R/C service centre.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
Tel:  53691

TAYLOR & McKENNA
103, MARLOWES

_____________________ M

BATH Te,:6M“
CYRIL HOWE’S

CHEAP STREET,
BATH,  SOMERSET

The Model Shop of the West for all your
modelling requirements. Aircraft, Boats,
Engines, Radio Control .  Expert advice avail-
able. M.A.P., Meccano Sets, spares, etc.

LONDON Tel: MiH H‘" 2877

H.  A. BLUNT & SONS LTD.,
133 THE BROADWAY

MILL  H ILL ,  LONDON N.W.7.

----------------------------------- M

BIRMINGHAM 3H$ bury

KINGS HEATH MODELS
5 York Road, Birmingham 14.

Everything for the modeller: Boats, Cars,
Planes, Railways, Kits, etc. Meccano sets and

reasonable stocks of spares.

Tel: Eri th 32339KENT
DERRETT (TOYS) LTD.,

52/54 ER ITH  H IGH STREET,
ERITH ,  KENT.

Aircraft, Boats, Fibreglass Hulls, Tri-ang
Hornby, Lima, H.O.,  H .  & M. Units, Scalextric,
Airf ix, Riko, Pactra, Plastic kits, Minitanks,

Marquetry. Prompt Mail Order  Service.

MANCHESTER
Tel:  Blackfriars 3972

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET,

OFF  DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER 2.

THE NORTH’S LEADING MODEL, HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

_______SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY. RJ

BLACKPOOL
Tel:  Blackpool 14061

BATESON’S SPORTS
DEPOT LTD.,

5« ABINGDON STREET,
BLACKPOOL.

Complete Stocks all through the Year.

CARLISLE Te,: Carlis,e 23,42

PALACE CYCLE STORES,
111 BOTCHERGATE,

CARLISLE.
Meccano Stockists for Airfix, Dinky, Match-

box, etc.

Tel:  Dartford 24155

MODERN MODELS LTD,,
49/51 LOWFIELD STREET,

DARTFORD,  KENT.
For all your modelling requirements. Radio/
Control, Aircraft, Boats, Cars, Railways. A l l
leading makes from The Shop w i th  the Stock.

Prompt mail order service.

NEW ZEALANDLEEDS, I Te,: 25739

BRADFORD MODEL
RAILWAY CENTRE,

23 ALBION PLACE,
(Off  Briggate).

The North’s Leading Model Railway stockists
in OO  and N gauges. Branches at Cloth Hall
Street, Huddersfield and Frizinghall, Bradford.

BUNKERS LTD.,
P.O.  BOX 58,
HASTINGS.

(Mail orders from all countries welcomed.)

---------------------------------- N
CHATHAM

Tel: Medway 45215

W.  PAINE & CO. LTD.,
168 H IGH STREET,

CHATHAM.

----------------------------------- M

Tel: Reading 51558LEICESTER Te,: Leicejter 21935

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

52 LONDON ROAD,
Ma i l  Order  Specialists.

Closed Monday.
Open unt i l  8.30 p.m. Friday.

The Showroom o f  the Midlands w i th  full
R/C service facilities.

READING
READING MODEL SUPPLIES
5 Chatham St. Car  Park, Oxford Road,

READING,  BERKSHIRE.

BERKSHIRE'S MODEL CENTRE
You can drive right to us.
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WATFORD Te,: w“,ord 44222

CLEMENTS,
THE PARADE, WATFORD.

Always a comprehensive range of Meccano

Sets, Accessories and Dinky Toys.

ST. ALBANS ™ 5,234

BOLD & BURROWS LTD.,
19-23 CHEQUERS STREET,

ST. ALBANS,  HERTS.

Meccano Sets and Spares.

STOCKTON-ON-
TEES Tel: 67616

LESLIE BROWN
95 H IGH STREET

STOCKTON-ON-TEES,  TEESSIDE TSI8 IBD
Super Toy and Model Store. Meccano Range

and Spare Parts. Mail Orders welcome.

Tel:  Camberley 5926 WELWYN
H.  A.  BLUNT
& SONS LTD.

38 FRETHERNE ROAD
WELWYN GARDEN  C ITY ,  HERTS.

Complete range of model aircraft, engines and
accessories, boats, cars and railways.

SURREYSCARBOROUGH
Tel :  65005

“PAT  NURSE”
87 COLUMBUS RAVINE

SCARBOROUGH,  YORKS.
Toys and models store. Meccano spares

dealer.
Mail and telephone orders welcomed.

JOYLAND,
56 H IGH STREET,

FR1MLEY, SURREY.
Full range of Meccano and Spares

Tri-ang-Hornby Railways, Scalextric,  Lego
Largest selection of  toys and games in the area.-----------------------w

WESTON-SUPER-WAKEFIELD T 77363

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

53 BRADFORD ROAD
WAKEFIELD,  YORKS

Closed all day Monday
Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday

Largest R/C stockists in the country.

SCARBOROUGH
Tel  : 3223

“ WALKERS”
15 ST. THOMAS STREET,

SCARBOROUGH,  YORKS.
Meccano and Dinky Toy Specialist.

Mail orders welcomed.

MARE Tel:  Weston 6600
RADIO CONTROL SUPPLIES

I THE CENTRE,
WESTON-SUPER-MARE,  SOMERSET

Open until 8.30 p.m. Friday.
Largest R/C stockists in the country.

Own R/C service centre.

MECCANO SPECIALISTS
Our  stock is large
Our  service is speedy
from the smallest spare
to the  largest set, TRY

JOHN W.  BAGNALL LTD.
SALTER STREET, STAFFORD Tel:  3420
S.A.E. for List. P. & P. Extra up to £5, over £5 Post Free

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

LOOK, IT COSTS
YOU NOTHING

To find out more about the man interesting products
advertised in  this issue of MECCANO Magazine, just
tick the squares against the name of the advertiser from
whom you would like to receive more product informa-
tion and post i t  to :  Advertisement Information, Meccano
Magazine, 13/35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

NOVEMBER COUPON

Meccano Ltd. Radio Control Specialists
KeilKraft Subbuteo Sports Games
Malins Ltd. M.  Mole & Son
Humber O i l  Co. F. Warne & Co.
Model Hobby Consortium J. W.  Bagnall Ltd.
E.S.L., Bristol A.  N .  Beck
R.A.F. Concord Electronics
Army

Name........................................................................................

Address....................................................................................

BECKS _ FOR YOUR HOME
LABORATORY APPARATUS & CHEMICALS
Visit our  showroom to see our large range of equipment.

Restock your chemicals at only I / -  each.
Varied selection of Chemistry & Biology books. Send for
our booklet “ Experiments in  Chemistry ” at 2/- post paid.

Complete Dissecting K i t  only 56/0d. post paid.
Quick parcel service send large SAE for price lists.

A. N.  BECK & SONS SCIENTIFIC (M.M.)
147 H IGH  ROAD,  SOUTH  TOTTEN  HAM,  N.IS «DQ

T . l :  QI-500 7342

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

meccanoindex.co.uk



set the scene with
Humbrol
poster
colours !
Backgrounds are made easy wi th
new Humbrol Poster Colours.
They're non-drip (thixotropic),
non-toxic and have tremendous
covering power. Unlike conven-
tional poster colours they don't
dry out  in  the pot.
Flat or three dimensional scenic
backgrounds of rolling hills,
buildings, sea-scapes and cliffs,
shell bursts and smoke— all can
be vividly portrayed wi th  these
super colours.
You can use these coloursonmost
surfaces including papier-mache,
polystyrene and even acetate.
Expert or beginner, you wi l l  ob-
tain first class results wi th  these
high quality poster colours from
H umbrol—makers of  the world's
finest modelling products.

backgrounds
for waterline enthusiasts 1

war game'  landscapes

fl  ■
•> --— »

-

< *

Ask at your model shop for Humbrol poster
colours. You can buy individual potlets
at 1 /6  each or a full range of 18  colours in
a sturdy plastic palette at 30/- complete.*

*Prices quoted are Manufacturers
recommended retail prices in U.K.

poster colours
HULL  • YORKSHIRE

Printed in Great Britain by ELECTRICAL PRESS LTD., Maidenhead, Berks., for the Proprietors, MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONSLTD., 13/35 Bridge Street. Hemel Hempstead, Herts. Published by the ARGUS PRESS LTD., 12/18 Paul Street, London, E.C.2,to whom all trade enquiries should be addressed. Registered for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada.

meccanoindex.co.uk



Newpowerdriven DinkyToys
>' Century 21 Merchandising Lid- 1969

FROM JQg

0
with the fantastic

KEYLESSclock-workmotor,gives t
powerfulautomaticdrive

___World Intelligence
Ne two rk  Lape l
badge included.
Another super Dinky
with all the authentic
details, and an airfoil
stabiliser for extra road holding
Model No. 108

HNOTHIK

muf f
. FIRST!

mu

MeettheDragsterChamp!
Spring-loaded starter unit. / j
Take a look at these true-to life features. Plated / /V '
engine, exhaust pipes and chassis. Extra- wide rear / / 1  f l
tyres. Simulated parachute pack on cab. Moulded / / / j ]
driver, windscreen and anti-roll bar. Speed- wHdi *

wheels give your car the z-i-p
\ha t  makes it go further! z

WITH

Model No. 370

Comp le te
w i t h  Special

P rope l led  by  spec ia l  s ta r te r  un i t
To get you off to a fast, fast getaway

leaders go  for

DINKY

ths  tough,  all  -act ion models

meccanoindex.co.uk



I MAP,  The FinestRange o fModel  Technical Books in  the  World! The Finest Range o fModel  Technical Books in  the  World!
160 " K T 156 CHALLENGE IN  THE AIR 9 THE ANATOMY OF 143 RADIO CONTROL MODEL BOATS HH i  147  M0DERN SHIPS 152 CONTAINER SHIPS

AFROMORFI  LER The story of the Air Training Corps . F 7~ T~  1 A broad cross section of the world s ship- Abroadpictureof thehistoryofcon-AtnUIV lUUCLLXn  1.. J from its tenuous beginnings after r LJA I  I Ekir>E MCI  CnM'C  CUIDC I— • n ( . l ««U» iv  __ . . TaT  .MI H ping during the past 15  years. Could be .■  r l . „  , . , . . . .

CONTAINER SHIPS

rlCHALLENGE
IN THE AIR
The storyof the 4V?
Ak TrainingCorps
Bryan Philpott

ping during the past 15 years. ------------
called 'Modern Ships, their Voyages and
Cargoes, together with  the Ports they visit
and the passengers they carry . .
Chapters on Oil Tankers, Bulk Carriers,
Container Ships, Vehicle Ferries, Passen-
ger Liners, Cargo Liners, Crew Accom-
modation, Coastal Ships, Tugs, Cargo
Handling, Trawlers, 12-Passenger Cargo
Liners, and Miscellaneous ships together
with appendices on organisations and
bodies closely connected with ships.

. The Anatomy

NELSONS SHIPS

from its tenuous beginnings after
the 1914-18 war when the idea
of a youth organisation with an
aeronautical flavour formed in  the
minds of two young ex-servicemen
- to its present position as the main
source of recruits for the Royal Air
Force. The story unfolds via the
formation of the Air League's Air
Defence Cadet Corps, through the
difficult days of World War 2 -
during which the Air Training
Corps was formed - to the present
day.
164 pages on antique wove paper
and white glossy plates size 6 x 8½
ins., being 128 pages of text; and
thirty-five pages of illustrations.
Bound in Linson, with gold foil
blocked title on spine
dust cover. ($6.50)

NELSON'S SHIPS A really up-to-the-minute treatise
on radio control as applied to power
boats. Written by two of the best-
known experts in boating. Philip
Connolly and Vic Smeed. this book
answers many questions which
have not previously been covered
in book form. Chapters include a
brief history, fundamental principles,
types of equipment including
proportional, design of displace-
ment and planing hulls, i.c. engines,
electric power, electric power con-
trol, accumulators and dry cells,
actuators and servomechanisms, in-
stallation and wiring, transistors and
transistor circuits. Comprehensible
to the beginner and helpful to the
expert, no boat enthusiast can
afford to be without a copy.
128 pages, 8½ x 5$ in., 95 photo-
graphs, 123 line diagrams.
Full colour, hard cover.
($3.10)

tainer ships, showing the different
types of ships and the ports they
serve. Covers most of the routes of
the world, wi th  a selection of
principal ports, and is representative
of container ships of the world both
deep sea routes and short sea
routes. Profusely illustrated w i th
line, wash and photographic repro-
ductions. Some 50  container com-
pany badges and emblems also
illustrated.

radio control
Four dozen of the top model aircraft
designers culled from a dozen countries ||
give a balanced appraisal of modern 1 . *
aeromodelling. Survey of free flight
contest tactics; How to do aerobatics
with control line models; Flying radio
controlled thermal soaring gliders; --
Making sheet balsa models; The effect jiy
of altitude on model flying; Use of
twisted wings; Towing a glider with a i / * J jF~
Power Model; Variable camber power
models; Making fuselages in plastic; p,.
Engine Fuels . . . plus countless hints 0 »
and tips. This pot pourri of all that’s best in 1971 wil l  be extremely popular with
a broad range of interests in Aeromodelling.
128 pages, size 81  x 5 ins. Coloured cover (photo) bound boards. 7E —

($3.00) /UP

MODEL BOATS
by
Philip Conno||y ’ ,,
and Sme _

• x. -

i >

MODERN SHIPS
3F ‘f&'l

O_jjt
t >  TECHNICAL PUBLICATION9¾ x 7½ ins. Bound in Balacron on high

quality gloss paper. 220 pages.
Two-colour photo-dust cover. C C

($15.00)

9¾ x 74 in., 127 pages. Bound blue balacron, two colour photo dust
cover, gold-blocked title on spine. 154 photo illustrations, pQ
64  line drawings, 50  container company emblems. ($9.75) Luand colour.

£1.75 122 SHIPS OF LONDON RIVER
Mi l l—

Bl® W
BY W.G.Q. BtUNDELL

SHIPS of
W LondonA captioned selection of craft to be seen

from the Port of London down to the
sea, from fussy tugs to stately merchant
vessels and liners.

BOAT MODELLING

A comprehensive book for the not-so-expert
modeller covering every aspect of model boat
work from construction through to sailing.
Author Vic Smeed provides a wealth of
practical assistance. Chapters include: Tools
and materials, hard chine hulls, round bilge
hulls; superstructure fittings, finishing; LC.
engines, electric motors, hydroplanes and
special models; operations; radio control.

41  x 7 \  in. 60 pages. Landscape. Two-
colour card cover. Fifty photo -
illustrations. ($1.00)

15 MODEL RACING YACHTS

by B.H.Priest,M.l.Mar E.,and J A.Lewis
Up-to-date design, draughting tuning,
handling and racing of model yachts,
wi th notes on  construction and fittings,
vane gear, etc. The authors have designed
the majority of the top boat i n  important
races in  the last few years; both are out-
standing 'A '  class designers. Lewis is a
top line 10-rater architect, and Priest
especially strong on Marbleheads.

" 7 7J x in. 112 pages. Profusely
illustrated with 78 photos and 69  line
drawings, plus 9 fold-out plans. Cloth
and bound cover with photo pH 1 A
dust jacket. ($6.75) IX. iU

85 x 5'2 in. 96  pages. Text illustrated with 223
line drawings and 8 pages of art plates show-
ing 50  photographs of models.
($1.50)

TECHNICAL PUBLICATION

40p

ANNUAL 1971/2
C. Nepean Longridge
A fantastic tour-de-force embracing the
most complete information ever for the benefit
of the ship modeller intent on building a
wooden ship of Nelson's time. Its very com-
pleteness makes i t  also of special interest to
the naval historian. Drawings, illustrations,
plans are all superb.

9½ x 7 in. Gold blocked title on red panel on
spine and on front. 183 drawings, 12 fold-
out plans, 76 plates. Decorative <| £
dust cover. ($10.00)

C IfEPBAlf WtOXlDGB

103 SHIPS OF THE
MODERN ROYAL NAVY

10 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY RIGGINGFLYING SCALE
MODELS.

| , TfCHXICAl. PUBLICATION

155 MAN-POWERED
FLIGHT

In this, the first text book primarily
aimed -at the student of man-
powered flight, Dr. K. Sherwin, of
the University of Liverpool, analyses
the problems of design, structure
and operation, adding his own
theories for production of a practi-
cal 'pedal scooter'. Over 128
specially selected illustrations col-
lected by Aeromodeller staff convey
a pictorial history of progress and
combined with more than 90 text
diagrams, form a scientific refer-
ence work of great value to all
students of avaition.
176 pages, International A5 size
with stout strawboard covers, bound
in Balacron and gold foil tide
blocking on spine. ($6.50) 1 ALL ABOUT

MODEL AIRCRAFT
A detailed book for the  beginner . . . the  author  is wor ld
famous for his clear descript ions and i n  2 I  comprehensive
chapters w i t h  a weal th of  pho to  i l lustrat ions, covers this wide
subject.
A l l  about rubber -  o r  power-dr iven models - f r ee  f l ight ,  con-
t ro l  l i ne ;  including bui ld ing instruct ions for  a t ra i le r ,  model
aero engines and fuels. Complete ly  reset 1968 and w i t h  30

addit ional i l lustrat ions,
revisions. Over 50,000
sold of  ear l ier  edit ions.

3 AEROMODELLER
POCKET
DATA BOOK

Simply packed with clear
sketches and useful tables
to help modellers in every
branch of aero modelling.

x 4% in. 64  pages. With
61 pages of detailed ex-
planatory sketches and
text, based on Flying Models
Reference Handbook — —

($1.25) JUp

aero engines and fuels. Complete ly

ATLANTIC
WINGS 133¾]

6 ATLANTIC WINGS

8 FLYING SCALE MODELS
All types of scale flying models are described in
turn - glider, free-flight and control-line; Jetex,
diesel, rubber or ducted-fan types. Much useful in-
formation is given on achieving highly realistic finished
and detailed parts and there is a useful set of tables
listing camouflage and insignia from 1914 up to date.
Very large number of illustrations, including photo-
graphs, diagrams and scale plans.

R.C. Anderson
The true atmosphere of early sailing craft can only be captured by
authentic rigging detail. A really comprehensive study of the
subject that could hardly be bettered, and written with special
consideration of the needs of modellers.
A book of wide interest for all who love the sea and who need
historical reference fortheir modelling.
81  x 51 in. 146 pages. Two-colour drawn on card cover. 9
photo-illustrations. 250  figures comprised in  23  fold-out — —
drawings. ($3.00) 7 uD

1 SEVENli
lO/U-UUl — —
( 3.00) 75p

18 PERIOD SHIP
MODELLING

RIGZSI

J
SHIPS19 SECRETS OF

IN  BOTTLES

Of all the fascinating models, perhaps
the ship-in-a-bottle is the most
intriguing. Such models, made by old
seadogs, have for generations puzzled
the land-lubber; now you have the
chance to  share the secret.

71 x 41 ins., 72 pages. Profusely
illustrated with line drawings, photo
plates (65 figs.). Bound in drawn on
card cover. p-
($1.25) JUP

MODEL
BOATS

14 Nearly 100 photographs the majority lull-
page of ships and details of ships accom-
pany 20 pages of plans - Ton Triumph
Battle, Salisbury. Eagle Bulwark Tide Forth
Range. County. Manxman Daring Bar
Mull, Reliant Ham. Ford Agile and Tiger
with descriptive text, plus several tabulated
pages listing end detailing all other ships to
provide a comprehensive survey of the
vessels in current use.
128 pages, size 9% x 7 m., art paper and
first class reproduction throughout In
hnson and board covers, gold block spine,
colourful dust jacket.

($6.25) £1.75

x ins. Hard bound. Over 300 diagrams,
sketches,photographs,illustrations, 74,000 words.

($2-6°) g2 lp

AEROMODELLING

All About
Model
Aircraft BRIT ISH

AIRCRAFT CARRIERSConstructional notes wi th 65
diagrams on the making of an
Elizabethan Galleon. Seven
chapters cover: Introduction.
Hull. Masts. Spars and their
Fittings, Standing Rigging.
Running Rigging Sails and
their Gear Finishing and
General Notes Plans available
in our Plans Service.
— __— . ...ustrated r

($1,00) zap71  x 4 in. 80  pages. Two-colour card cover. Illustrated
line drawings. (

12 POWER MODEL BOATS
V. E. Smeed
Guides the enthusiast happily through the pitfalls of his progress. Within its covers wil l be found a
wealth of information on all forms of hull construction, materials in common use, suitable tools; the
different types of motor and their best employment; simple approach to radio control, boat fittings,
couplings, shafts and propellers, super structure, painting and finishing; unorthodox models, in-
cluding submarines; and a valuable selection of Do's and Don'ts'.
81  x 51  ins. 128 pages. 250 photo-illustrations and line drawings. Bound in hard boards, linson
covered with gold foiltitle on spine. ($3.10). QQp

11  MODELLING

130 MODELLING
TUDOR SHIPS7 CONTROL LINE

R. G. Moulton
Main chapter headings: Why Control Line?; Basic U-Control;
Basic Monoline; Basic Flight Control; Learning td Fly; Aerobatics;
Speed; Team Racing; Combat; Carrier; Cargo and Endurance;
Scale Models; Jet. The Engine in Control Line; Towards the Indes-
tructible; Looking after the Lines; Variations on the Theme. Plus
appendix.

MANUAL
4 MODEL AERO ENGINE
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Many of the world's engines
are detailed in tabular sum-
mary with  principal dimensions
and advised propellers. Three
extensive chapters deal with
initial operation of a first
engine, whether i t  be coil ig-
nition, diesel or glowplug.
Advanced data on fuels,
horsepower, speed controls,

silencers and tuning of racing engines. Fully updated and
revised.
8 |  x 51ins. 208  pages. Full  bound in  plastic doth, with three-
colour dust jacket, over 300 sketches, photos, data tables.
($3.ooy 75p

117 SOLARBO BOOK

Mna
157 NEWModelling

THE
REVENGE

IIIUIU1
Another valuable book on  modelling ships of
"romantic" times from the author of Period
Ship Modelling. Eleven chapters cover: The
Sixteenth Century; the Ship; the Hull - keel
and frames; the Hull - planking fitting bulk-
heads, decks, bulwarks; Painting and Dec-
orating; Detail fittings; Masts, spars, tops;
Standing Rigging; Running Rigging; Sails;
Finishing off.
7 x41  /n., 76  pages. Two-colour card - -
cover. 45  line drawings. ($1.00) Zup

It is now over ten years since the first title on this
subject G/assfibre for Amateurs was produced and
whilst most of the techniques and materials are as
originally described a great deal of additional
experience has been gaioed so that a new book
treating the subject differently has become desir-
able. In these pages, which are laid out for very easy
reference, the author deals with "GRP'', glassfibre
materials, resins, fillers, pigments and parting
agents; moulds, tools and equipment, basic tech-
niques. castings, moulded shapes; roof lights and
panels. GRP tanks, boats, cars; modelling and
domestic applications, garden pools repairs,
trouble shooting; designs in GRP. Appendices.

"!■ A I I
SLrISSflEfflE
ECCMBMg

81  x 51  ins. Hard Bound. Chapter Headings by cartoonist Roland,
over 300  diagrams, sketches, photo-illustrations, y r
74,000 words. ($3.00) /Op’.rations,

($3.00) /OP

flGIHf HI  HUM
PICIUSES 8»Steam our caru — -

($1 .00 )  ZbpwtfHom i uMw

75p
81  x 5 J in. (A5). 126 pages. Profusely illustrated in line drawings.
Drawn on card cover. ($3.00)

OF BALSA MODELS

LUNGS

148 GALLERY
OLD TIMERS

OF

SOLARE
' BODKjBf

A new Anthony Beaumont miscellany of
traction engines, steam ploughing, fire
engines, fair ground rides, steam rollers,
wagons, all hitherto unpublished or historic.
51 pictures. 64  pages. 7± x 4½ in. n A—
($1.25) OVP

TECHNICAL PUBLICATION!

Traction
Engine Pictures

by Anthony
fteoumonf

■, 3°p

142 BRITISH AIRCRAFT
CARRIERS

AEROMODF.LLER
POQ(€T

DATA
BOOK

[?@w  p This book covers the complete history of
British aircraft earners from the first con-
versions of 1914 to the last of the ships-
currently in service. Twenty chapters
cover each individual, or class of. carrier,
with 16 drawings and 67 half- or full-page
photographs, plus detailed notes of the
career of every vessel.

AN | , TECHNICAl PUBLICATION

160 pages, 85  x 51  ins.,
profusely illustrated
throughout. Full
Colour Hard Cover. TE—

($3.00) zap
104 art paper pages, size 9 x7 \  in , doth
bound in hard covers with gold blocked
title and attractive dust jacket.

,SS25' £1.75CONTROL
LINE

Mans greatest exploratory efforts have always
centred upon the conquest of the Atlantic Ocean.
The authentic history of North Atlantic aerial
crossing, 1919-1939 with positively complete
factual data and vivid description of each pioneer
effort Every chapter with fascinating wash draw-
ings of outstanding flights and fine-wash sketches
of mechanical details of the aircraft.

172 pages. Cs/our plates. Cloth and
heavy card bound cover with appealing full-
colour art jacket. ($9 75) 2 97—

GLASSFIBRE BOOK

THE REVENGE
Detai led descr ipt ion of  an Elizabethan
ship-of-war and how  to  model  i t .
Parc I :  The Hu l l ,  covers first stages,
fitting and paint ing.
Part  I I :  Deals w i t h  Rigging, including
masts and spars, standing r igging, r un -
n ing r igging, sails, f inishing touches.
Guns, deck details and many o the r  de-
tails we l l  i l lustrated.  Work i ng  draw-
ings by  the  au thor  also available.
71 x 4% in. 85 pages. Two-colour card
cover. 83  line drawings, one
half-tone picture. ($1.00) 25p

TRACTION ENGINES 108 STEAM UP!

80 MODERN MANUAL
FOR DRIVERS OF
STEAM ROAD
VEHICLES

rwitunM

Anthony Beaumont provides a new selection
of traction engine and wagon pictures -
printed lithographically to do justice to the
fine photographs. There are 50 page
pictures, plus cover illustration.

x 7 i  in. Two-colour drawn-on card
cover, index, introductory notes. » A

($1.25) OUP
RADIO CONTROLMaking a Building Board, Boxes and

Cabinets, Racks . . .  a Bird-
house; Solid Balsa Carved Figures;
Space Frame Models; Balsa Bridges;
Carved solid models - aircraft cars,
ships; Carving Propellers; Chuck and
Catapult Gliders; Whip Control Models;
Boomerangs; Kites. Helicopters, Heli-
kite; Simple Ship Models, water lineship
models, power models; Prop- Hydro;
Round Bilge Hulls; Submarine; Kon
Tiki Raft; Catamaran; Scale Car and
Roadside Models; Trackside Models;
Airport Buildings; Architectural Models;
Military Models; Puppets and Puppet
Theatres; Airspeed Indicator/Beam
Balance; Slide Rule, Micrometer;
Caliper rule; Two-stroke engine; Text
and Photos. yr
10½ x 51  in. 112 pages. ($3.00) / 3p

RADIO contra]

Ron Warring discusses
control surface design.
Peter Chinn on R /C
engine developments.
Don Careless provides
expert advice on  the art
of multi-model racing.
Don Baxter on the opera-
t ion of R /C  water planes.
Peter Waters, passes on
the secrets for successes
racing. 1 7 scale drawings of some of the world's
leading model designs,

x 54  in. 128 pages. 83  photo-illustrations, 49
diagrams, 17  model  plans. Bound in hard
boards with full- colour cover photo. „

($2.60) 62iP

in  R /C  Goodyear

RADIO CONTROL
MANUAL 2

107 159 SCALE PLASTIC KITS OF
THE WORLD

HOBBY PU81KATON

Scale
Plastic Kits
of the World
1971

I t  embodies all that could be gleaned
from surviving professionals on the
subject of driving, maintaining,
servicing and operating all classes
of steam raod vehicles. I t  is no
technical tome but a completely
practical work written from the
novice's point of view by a non-
engineering author, who has never-
theless had the benefit of the advice
of a number of real experts.

£1.05

Mul t i  Channel

Radio
Control

58 MULTI
CHANNEL
RADIO
CONTROL

21 SIMPLE ELECTRIC CAR RACING A survey prepared by
specialists in the Inter-
national Plastic Model-
lers Society. Covers
manufacturers identity
codes, kits for aircraft,
locomotives, ships, cars.
A F.V., space, historic
figures, with manufac-
turers addresses.
71  x 41  in. 64  pages of
small type tabular mat-
ter, trade (75c) 17 1_n
advertisements. 1 / 2 P

A Gallery of Old Timers
by Anthony Beaumont

&P!
>4«,—.,.<8

Anyone coming new to the hobby will  find
in its pages the answers to questions likely
to arise in building cars and tracks from
scratch; a great proportion of its content
wil l  also be "invaluable to those who buy
commercial cars and track.

CAR RACINGThis book
been introduced
to help the begin-
ner over his prob-
lems. Here the
beginner wil l  f ind
explained in simple terms the working
of multi-channel equipment.
#4  * in. 96  pages. Full-colour card
cover. Numerous line and photo illus-
trations on  high-quality gloss
paper. ($2.50) 60p

has

($250) 60P

x ins. 133 pages, plus eight pages of plates, well  illustrated
with sketches and drawings. Bound in Balacron with title blocked
on spine, plus halftone photo dust cover in  black and yellow. ($3.35)

79 TRACTION 7i  x 4g ins. 104 pages. 65  photos. 37  line
drawings. Drawn on card cover with
attractive dust jacket. ($3) 75p 74 THE BRITISH

TRAM
'Travel at Midday -
Twopence all the Way'
was a prewar slogan of
the trams, and author
Frank Wilson takes the
reader from the very
beginning wi th horse-
drawn trams, through
their heyday when
Austin Sevens were alleged to get stuck in
the rails and carried on to the depot, until
their eventual eclipse in  modern times.
Chapters cover History, General Features,
Lines, the Car itself, how it worked, and the
passing of an era.
74 x 41 in. 87  pages. Two-colour drawn on
card cover 59  mainly photo-illustrations _
(many rare). (r$/.35>35p

154 PLOUGHING BY
STEAM

This magnificent book by  exper t  enthusiast
authors Co l in  Ty ler  and Jihn Haining may we l l
become the  definitive work  on  the  subject. I t
comprises some 98,000 words,  250 i l lustrat ions
and drawings, and covers steam ploughing from
every po in t  of  v iew,  including historical use of
equipment,  engines, implements and models.
Some eight  years’ research has gone i n to  i t s
preparat ion w i t h  t he  help and assistance of
museums, l ibraries, record office companies and
pr ivate  individuals.

O ld  i l lustrat ions and documents have been
largely d rawn upon,  so that  no t  on ly  does i t
p rov ide an authentic h is tory of  i ts  t ime,  bu t
ski l fu l  use of material has produced a manner o f
presentat ion that  is part icular ly pleasing. The
authors i n  addi t ion t o  the i r  in terest  i n  full-sized
steam ploughing have bu i l t  and operated scale
model  steam ploughing equipment which has been
shown  on  television and at exhib i t ions.

ENGINE PICTURES

39 /54  pages 7 |  x 4 |  i n .

ADHESIVES 209 BALSA
DOPING & FINISHING
HARDWOODS
METALS 213 PLASTICS

Know 75P
pU? TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONA Beaumont

Sixty traction engine pictures of all shapes
and sizes.
4 |  x 7\ in. landscape. 64 pages. Two-
colour drawn on card cover. 60 A A—
photo-illustrations. ( $1.25) UUP

BY STEAM J .

your
ma te r i a l s

59 SINGLE 134 RADIO CONTROL MANUAL 3
CHANNEL RADIO Cover features unique R/C models of 'lifting body re-entry vehicles' used by the

American National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Features include Single-Channel Contests; How to Run an R/C Rally; a review of Instant
Covering Materials; An Approach to the Multi-Aerobatic Schedule by Doug Spreng;

Scale R/C by Dennis Thumpston.
38 scale drawings, all fully dimensioned
of the best of the World's R/C model
designs of all categories.

By R.  H .  War r i ng
A ‘must ’  for beginners, th is  book covers i n  simple language all that  the  new-
comer should know  on  single channel equipment - t he  rou te  by  which most
enthusiasts find t he i r  way to rad io  cont ro l .  Chapters cover general defini-
t ions, simple receivers and t ransmit ters and then go  on  to cover actuators,
escapements and servos. Suitable aircraft  types and the i r  power plants plus
consideration of possible manoeuvres. Cont ro l  systems for single channel —
mainly rudder ,  bu t  also engine con t ro l ,  and br ie f  thoughts on  more elabor-
ate methods. Then boat and vehicle systems. Instal lat ion o f  equipment,
operat ion,  test ing, fault-finding and t roub le  shoot ing are covered. Finally,
valuable tables deal w i t h  available equipment,  receivers, t ransmit ters,  servos,
actuators,  escapements.

Traction Engines
nisi r>zxnz%OE

76 TRACTION ENGINES
ON PARADE

A. Beaumont
A captioned selection of showman's road
locomotives, tractors, traction engines and
steam motor tractors, wagons, portable
engines, ploughing engines and rollers.
41 x 7 in. landscape. 58  pages. Two-colour
drawn on cover. 58  photo-illustrations.

($1.00)

CONTROLSingle
Channel
Radio208

210
211
212

360 pages, 9 | " x  6" .
Four Colour dust cover.
250 illustrations.
($9-75)

Drawn on
card covers
30p  each

£5  x 5 |  ins. 120 pages. Hard board
cover with full-colour illustrations, y r

($3.00) /OP
161  SHOWMAN’S 113 FAIR ORGANS

A. Beaumont
This book contains many illustrations
of beautifully restored Fair Organs of
bygone years, Fascinating for the
younger reader whilst arousing pleas-
ant memories in those who remember
the era of Fair Organs.
41  x 71  in. Two-colour drawn-on card
cover, 56  pages. 50  photo-illustrations
index, introductory notes. OA—

($1.25) OUP

jit.
GARRETTS75

OF LEISTON

Ploughing
Engines at work
By Berry J. Finch

78 PLOUGHING ENGINES
AT WORK

Barry J .  Finch
A fine photo collection of ploughing
engines and their ancillary equipment
at worV.
7 | x7  7n. Landscape. 58  pages. Two-
colour drawn on card cover.
58 photo-illustrations.
($1.25)

Michael R.Lane

|p!QugMftg-Cullivating-Prainirig-&re4gifl9

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES 71  x in.  80 pages with 50 diagrams, plus 12 art  pages of photo-
pictures. Numerous tables. Drawn on card photo cover in two
colours. 3QpSIMPLE

CARDBOARE
MODELS

G . H . DEASON

<v  .

132 SIMPLE
CARDBOARD MODELS

'Garretts of Leiston', the family
business which has been running for
nearly two hundred years, and which
has built every type of steam road
engine.
Chapters include: 1. The Family.
2. The Works and Firm. 3. Leiston
Products up to the Great Exhibition
1851. 4. Between Two Exhibitions,
1842-1862. 5. Thousands of Portables
and a few Traction Engines. 1862-
1894. 6. The Years of Adventure,
1895-1919. - - -
1919-1930.
Rescue. 9.
Scene.
Size 9½ x 51 in. Case-bound. 319
pages. 155 photographs, drawings
and reproductions of old prints.
($6.75) £2.10

7. The Post-War Years,
8. A Knight to the

Garrett's Place in the

M’WSk’MRaaji SKv.
Radio Control

l*<Larji
F an

v / 5 - 1

OBLIGATION 75p

A four de force by enthusiast au thor
Michael Lane who  spent many happy
months restor ing one to  i ts  pr is t ine
g lo ry .  No t  on ly  does he cover his own
showman’s engine, bu t  deals i n  dep th
w i t h  the  whole  family of Bur re l l  show-
man's engines. Indeed, the  or iginal  t i t l e
was t o  have been “F i f ty  Years Service i n
the Tobers "  indicating the  very special
place this  -engine had for half a cen tu ry
amongst the  fairground people. Replete
w i t h  pictures, ancient and modern ,  many
original  drawings, exhaustive t lb les
detai l ing the  fate and present whereabouts
of  so many engines, and al together a book
that  may wel l  be the  def in i t ive work on
the  subject.
304 pages 9 |  x 6 ins., 144 photographic and
line illustrations in text.  Plus large fold-out
drawing. Case bound in  Balacron, blocked
Newvap on spine. Full colour
dustjacket. To be published C < /C
in December. ($12.95) Lv i  I J

F CONTROL158 MODEL CAR RACING BY RADIO

The first book entirely devoted to the subject by American expert
George Siposs, suitably edited for British market and availability
of parts i n  this country. Covers the construction and operation of
one-eighth scale Grand Prix and G.T. cars i n  detail wi th chapters
on  engine, power train, suspension system, chassis-frame, bodies
and their mounting, accessories and equipment. Chassis tuning,
pre-race preparation, driving and trouble shooting covered. In -
stallation of radio control equipment detailed, and brief particulars
of r/c needs. Appendix gives suggested Racing Rules. Drawings
and description for building a car, also particulars of a number of
construction kits available.

x 5 |  ins. (A5). 87  pages. Profusely illustrated in  photo - -
and line. Full colour card cover drawn on. ($3) / OP

23 MODEL CARS ENCYCLOPAEDIAThis magnificently illustrated book
deals w i th  working models of
Rollers, Road Engines, Ships, Cars,
Tracklaying Vehicles, Rail and Tram-
way models and other working
models including models of  RMS
Scillonian and the Ruston Bucyrus
Excavator.
120 pages, square backed, drawn on
t wo  - colour coyer. 75  photo-illustra -
tions. 77  including working - -
plans. ($3.00) 75p

Brings together a wealth of in-
formation for the benefit of expert
and beginner alike, conveniently
arranged in A-Z form. I t  is an attempt
to assemble in one place quite a lot
of information about electric model
car racing.

Model
Cars
rVOi

7½ x /7?. 151 pages. 104 illustra-
tions. 45,000 words.

($1.00) Z3p

meccanoindex.co.uk
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coasiw™* Author, Martin Evans, many
years Technical Editor and
now editing Model Engineer,
has not only a 'full-size' steam
background, but very many
years of practical modelling,
plus an intimate knowledge
through readers' correspon-
dence, of the things that the
amateur would like to know.
For armchair pleasure, or as a
definite investment to save its
cost many times over I

colour

. £2

VALVEGEAR
byHENRY GREENLY

WORKSHOP
LATHES
TOOLS 9s x 6 in. 172 pages. Cloth bound, gold blocked spine, two- <

dust cover. 132 line drawings, 36  plates with 96  photo-
i/lustrations. ($6.50)

144 OUTDOOR
MODEL RAILWAYS

S'-
PENl

SMALLTOOLS

8Y MARTW
11  EVANS

RAILWAYS

By Ian Bradley
For all ML 10 lathe owners and operators, and
indeed for all small lathe users, this is an essential
too!! Setting up and care of the lathe, how its
various components work together wi th des-
criptions of suitable accessories and their use,
the operation of the lathe i n  the functions nor-
mally expected of i t ,  plus additional useful work
that can be done wi th its aid.
Size 8? x 5 j  in. 112 pages plus 12 pages of half-
tone plates. 72 line drawings in the text. Two-
colour dust cover. Bound linson. ($3.25) VI

24 HOW  TO WORK SHEET
METAL

Metalworking prac-
tice straight from
the bench. Practical
chapters embrace:
Equipment; Metals
used; Hollowing
and Blocking; Flan-
ging; Edging and
Seaming; Wiring
Edges by Hand;
Jennies and Wiring
Machines; Beading
and Swaging Ma-
chines; Conical
Work; Pipes, Pat-
terns and Joints;
Planishing; Rivet-
ing;  Brazing; Tank.Construction.
7J  x 41in. 142 pages. Drawn on two-colour 7 n
card cover. 39  line drawings. ( $1.25) J U P
28 WELDING

AND
CUTTING

A practical hand-
book describing the
welding and cutting
of metals by the
oxy-acetylene and
metallic arc pro-
cesses. Chapters in-
clude: Prevention
of Distortion; Gas
Welding Equip-
ment; Gas Welding
techniques; Gas
Welding Various
Metals; Flame cut-
ting methods; Types
of Electric Arc Weld-
ing; Equipment for
Metallic Arc Weld-
ing; Procedure and Techniques.
7 , x  4 in. 93  pages. Two-colour drawn QA
on card cover. 44  line drawings. ($1.25) JUp

Workshop
Hints&Tips . 9 j  x 6 in., 160 pages, including 64 pages

of plates. 68 line drawings. Hard bound,
gold blocked on spine, all colour dust-
cover.

How toWork
SheetMetal A ‘must’ co be beside every enthu-

siast’s lathe! Workshop mysteries
are revealed, there are quick tips
and easy dodges to show chat there
is sometimes some easier way . . .
thoroughly recommended.

91  x 71 in. 60 pages. Two-
colour card cover. 106 line
drawings. ($1-25)

($6.50) £2
140 MODEL LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS

TTTiTira IA completely new work in which
author Martin Evans covers the
whole subject of model loco-
motive boilers in the light of
modern practice. Chapters in-
clude general comment, design-
ing boilers, welding and cutting,
silver soldering and brazing,
workshop equipment for boiler
work, construction of boilers,
waters, fuels, combustion and
corrosion, oil and gas firing, test-
ing.

51 LATHE & SHAPING
MACHINE TOOLS

Covers material for making tools; formation
of the tool's cutting edge, clearance angles,
rake, relief angles, machining all types of
metals and plas-
tic; lathe tools,
holders, forms of
t oo l s ,  bo r i ng ,
sc rewcu t t i ng  ,
square threads,
acme, threads,
hand - tu rn i ng
tools, mounting
tools, back tool
post; tools for use
in  the shaping and

planing machine, design, special tools, different
metals worked; sharpening lathe and shaping
machine tools.

> pnoto- flfl 71  x 4 lin. 80  pages. Two-colour card cover.
($3.10) k/UP Illustrated line drawings. ($1,00)

30p LOCOMOTIVEBEARING
DESIGN
&FITTING

27 SOLDERING AND BRAZING KOI LEKS
AND

52 BEGINNERS' GUIDE
TO  THE LATHE

E.T. Westbury and Percival Marshall
A simple handbook which enjoys con-
siderable demand. Its seven chapters
deal with the simple lathe; self-acting
and screw-cutting lathes; methods of
holding and driving work; turning in
wood; turning in  metal; the slide rest;
and drilling and boring in  the lathe.
With this background the tyro should
be ready for a range of practical
subjects.

71  x 41  in. 96  pages. 92
Illustrations. • Drawn —
cover.

A. R. Turpin

Covers soft solders, hard solder, brazing strip,
fluxes, heating devices, hard and soft soldering
and brazing. Useful tables. Suitable for all
purposes from domestic and metalwork to the
more delicate needs of the radio technician.

71  x 41  in. 88  pages. Two-colour drawn on
card cover. Three figures. 13 plates. _ _

($1.50) 45p

By A.R.TURPIN 4

I TFCrtfeCALPUaUCXHON

TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
W LKT1V EVANSWELDING

AND CUTTING
USS'.K-" : "JJLOMK----- A.N.LM,

M.lnu.Ntt

9i  x 6 in. 144 pages, plus 37
pages of plates. Hard bound, p-  - .
gold blocked on spine, two- colour dust cover. ($6.25)

TECHNICAL
PUBLICATION MODEL STATIONARY

AND MARINE
STEAM ENGINES

Mr-ut'ykM
and metallic

,.,A" 30p 55 MODEL
STATIONARY
& MARINE
STEAM ENGINES
Twenty chapters by a master
of the subject, embracing
oscillating, fixed-cylinder,
vertical, compound engines.
Reversing gears, condensing,
governors, lubrication, testing
of, models, various projects
are all covered in  detail.
9x6  in. 153 pages. Hard
bound, black blocked title.
Decorative dust jacket. 60
line drawings. 15 photo- — —
illustrations. /

BELLONA31 HOWTO  READ
WORKSHOP DRAWINGS
W. Longland
Any model engineer needs to be able
to interpret drawings correctly. This
book explains the subject clearly for
modeller and full-scale engineer alike.
Aspects covered include plan; eleva-
tion; perspective; conventional signs
and indications; hatching, shading and
blocking-in; use of sectional views;
screws and threads; gear wheels; use
of part sections; crankshaft bearing;
connecting rod; working limits and
tolerances; electrical work.
7 x41  in. 63  pages. Drawn
on two-colour card cover. 34
line drawings. ($1.00)

How

Days
of

LATHE
* L
SHAPING'
MACHINE
TOOLS

byKN  HARRIS

Steam
25p
63 PACIFIC STEAM 62ip  ($2.60)

The 4-6-2  locomotive hauled many of the famous expresses such as 'The
Coronation Scot', 'The Flying Scotsman' and 'The Golden Arrow'. The
full story of their development, including experiments and tribulations,
80  pages, case bound, size 8½ x 5½ in.

25p TECHNICAL PUBLICATION

WII4JAM SHAW Days of Steam
BOURNEMOUTH

62 ATLANTIC ERA 62>P
The story of the 4-4-2  locomotive, in  use by
many of the great railways as an express
passenger engine, 1900-1925. Complete
with dimensions, design and construction
details, performance data, and many photo-
graphs.
94  pages, case bound, size 8½ x in.

, ($2.60)

Model BOILERS
& BOILERMAKING
by K N -Harris

FROM
INVERNESS
TO  CREWE

MODEL BOILERS57
AND BOILERMAKING
General considerations and principles- efficiency,
design features and scale effect. Materials and
their properties, calculations for safe working
pressures, types of boilers, methods of construc-
tion, flanging and forming plates, setting out,
annealing and riveting, safety valves gauges, clack
valves, regulators. Fuels and firing methods are
discussed, as are test pressures, testing, super-
heaters, feed-water heaters.
8% x 5 in. 185 pages. Bound with two-colour
photo dust covers. 27 photo-illustration plates.
109 line drawings. 16 detailed boiler qr
drawings. ($5.00) X1.Z3
• Larger size with colour 20p each

£3 p.a. subscription
• RADIO MODELS
SCALE MODELS
WOODWORKER
MILITARY MODELLING
MODEL ENGINEER

SPECIALIST
BOOKLETS

127 INTRODUCTION TO
RAILWAY MODELLING

by John Brewer
Small scale railway modelling.
20 pages. ($1.00) 25p
125 VANE STEERING GEARS
by A .  Wilcock
Only modern text on design and
operation of such gears on model

.yachts. 24 pages, 42 illustra-
tions. ($1.25) 30p
201 MONA 04-2 TANK

ENGINE
by L.B.S.C.
Inside cylinder live steam locomotive
in  3 j  in. gauge and l |  in. ver-
sions. 80 pages. ($2.60) 62|p
202 BETTY THE MONGOLIPER
by L.B.S.C.
2-6-2 outside cylinder development of
N Class. 3 {  in. 42 pages o 1

($/.50) 37-2 p

2nd Friday
2nd Friday
2nd Friday
4th Friday

1st and 3rd Fridays

67 MODEL LOCOMOTIVE VALVE GEARS
Martin Evans
Gears covered include single-eccen-
tr ic,  slip eccentric, Stephenson
Link, Gooch and Allan Straight
Link,  radial valve gears, poppet valve
gears, gears for 3- and 4-cylinder
Engines, cab reversing gears, valve
setting and the indicator.
8 j  x 5 |  in. 98 pages. Cloth bound,
gold blocked spine. Two-colour dust
cover. 64 line drawings. 34 _
photo-illustrations. ($3J Q). JJVp

MODEL
LOGOMOTIVE VALVE
GEARS MARTIN EVANS

106 THE NOVICE'S
WORKSHOP

32 USING THE SMALL LATHE153 THE AMATEUR S
WORKSHOP

It is now over twenty years since the author
in collaboration with the late Dr. N. Hallows
produced a book of similar title and objects.
Since that time much of the elementary
advice has been incorporated in his book
The Novices Workshop, leaving the way
open for the inclusion of more advanced
treatment in The Amateur's Workshop.
No less than thirty-one chapters deal with
all phases of turning, milling in the lathe,
dividing in the lathe, the use of measuring
instruments; shaping, drilling, knurling,
screw-cutting, belt and overhead drives,
compressed air, reamers. Indeed, i t  fits in  no
small measure that much abused description
of a "vade mecum" for the enthusiast, who
will so often be largely self-taught and in
need of the help such a comprehensive work
can give him.

8 'A x 5 2 in. (A5) 265 pages. Text illustrated with 445 line drawings and photo
pictures Bound blue Balacron, gold blocked title on spine, two colour C A f“ /1
photo dust cover. ($8.00) rZ-hUwo colour O O C A

($8.00) 1Z.3U

The Amateur’s
Workshop

puatfCAtWK

Model
Railways |

LOCOMOTIVE ALBUM
A compendium of beautiful photographs and articles
of interest to the railway modeller and historian. I t
ranges from nostalgic memories of tinplate and
pictures of specimens collected to a typical day's
work at Crewe in the heyday of steam. Then there is
the Story of 4472 "Flying Scotsman" in  words and
pictures; an early model locomotive by a youngster
who made his name in another field of endeavour;
Pressure on Designers; plus a pot pourri of articles
and pictures covering nearly every facet of the railway
enthusiast's interests in a thoroughly adult manner.
112 pages size 91  x 71  ins. two colour cover. Q _

($3.20)

MODEL STEAM
A book of guidance and data for modeller and engineer . . Typical
chapter headings: A First Lathe; Chucking; Driving and Turning;
Parting Problems; Holding the Job; The Tailstock and Drilling;
Boring Working; Fine Finish; Form Tools, Cutters and Mills;
Milling Operations; Screws and Screwcutting; The Art of
Dividing; Benefits of Calibration; Work in the Round; Drilling
Spindles and Colletts; Filling and Knurling; Gears. Worms,
Bevels. Coils, Springs, Spinning; The Next Lathe.

This work is designed to assist and instruct the new-
comer to the craft in the all-important matters of
planning and layout of the home workshop, the
selection of handtools, their correct use; and, finally,
shows the reader how to apply his newly-developed
skill to the making of additional items for his work-
shop. This is a book which even the most experien-
ced worker wil l find abounding in  useful hints and
tips.
7½ x 4¾ in. 236 pages cartridge paper. 218 drawings,
diagrams and illustrations. Bound in Hnson ___ _
doth, hard boards, two-

uuunu n t

'-colour dust jacket. V | II E
($3.35) 11 . UU

LOCOMOTIVE

TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
A -waamnJ i

200 SIMPLE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE
BUILDING . . .

One of LBSC's best-known 3½ in, gauge locomotives,
"Tich" is the subject of the "words and music" which
serve as an introduction (as they have done so often
before!) to the ordinary man's best home built
model locomotive. A small lathe, little or no prior
knowledge, a minimum of skill and strict adherence
to the simple instructions can lead to years of
pleasurable hobby hours.
Seventeen fact-packed chapters cover every aspect
of construction, up to steaming and driving. Pro-
fusely illustrated with diagrams and photo-plates.
9½ x 6 in. 268 pages plus 29 pages of
plates. Hard bound, gold-blocked on spine tf*A fA
full- colour dust cover. ($8.00) X Z ■9 U

TECHHICAt, PUBLICATION

CONSTRUCTION

8½ x 5½ in. 112 pages. 60  photo-pictures. 19 drawings. _ A
Two-colour photo cover. ($2.50) 60p

I FOR THE AMATEUR

By L.WARBURTON |

42
ELECTROPLATING

FOR THE AMATEUR
The subject is adequately
covered and deals with
equipment needed for home
working, current supply, plat-
ing tank, preparation of the
base, electrolytes, chromium
plating, plating of non-
conductors and electro form-
ing, anodising.
71  x 41  in. 106 pages. Two-
colour drawn on card cover.
26  line drawings. a w 1

($2.00) 47  2P

37 MILLING IN  THE LATHE
131 WALSCHAERTS'

VALVE GEAR
Deals extensively wi th the subject
covering application, design and lay-
out,  expansion l ink, return crank
mechanism and design, combination
lever, operation of valve gear.
7j  x 4J in. 64 pages. 62 figures. Wire
stitched. Two-colour card Af*
"ver. ($1.00)

In  this well-illustrated book the use of milling
cutters of various types is explained; milling
without special appliances by use of ordinary
lathe movements; the vertical slide, port cut-
ting, end slotting; squaring and levelling;
rotary spindle attachment and their uses, copy-
ing and planetary milling; means of driving
cutter-spindles; indexing gear; divided head-
stock, division plates; application of lathe
milling processes.
71  x 4 in. 160 pages. Two-colour drawn on
card cover. Profusely illustrated with line *
drawings & half-tone pictures. ($1.50) ™P

45 LATHE
ACCESSORIES
How to make and use a wide
variety of useful accessories.
Selection includes devices for
centring work, chucking
accessories; tool-holders and
cutter bars; dividing appli-
ances; simple milling attach-
ments; steadying appliances;
various forms of cutters; aids
to screwcutting; and other
miscellaneous accessories.
71  x 41  in. 109 pages. Two-
colour drawn on card cover.
87 photo figures. ($1.50) 45p

he
ESSORIES
and use 1

-

25 SHARPENING
SMALL TOOLS

Duplex
Sharpened materials, appliances,
metalworking tools, woodwork-
ing knives, scissors, razors and
drawing instruments. Sharpening
of tools in  general use is described
in  detail, including those used in
carpentry and metalworking, as
well  as a short account of sharpen-
ing such domestic appliances as
scissors and the like, as well as
razors and drawing instruments.
71  x 41  in. 106 pages. Two-colour
drawn on card cover.
106 line drawings.

($/.30) 35p

96
litnicu Hiutinu

146 MYFORD ML  10 A new book by Martin Evans, first to
deal wi th outdoor steam powered
model railways in gauges up to 15 in.
Fourteen chapters on everything
from laying out  the sight, to  rolling,
stock, signals, stations, passenger
cars, public running.

LATHE MANUAL

30 WORKSHOP HINTS
& TIPS

RAILWAYS • LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING
141 LBSC’s SHOP, SHED

&ROAD
50 BEARING

DESIGN
& FITTING

43 FOUNDRYWORK
FOR THE AMATEUR FOUNDRYWOB

FOR THE
AMATEURB. T. Aspin

A really exhaustive book on mould
and pattern making, and pouring
metals to produce castings for model
making o r  other purposes. Author’s
easy sty'e and drawings take the
novice easily through all stages. To-
day when small casting and moulding
works are hard to find, a degree of in-
dependance is highly desirable.

7i  x 4% in. 108 pages. Two-colour drawn
on card cover. 12 photo-
illustrations. 94 line draw-
ings. ($1.40) 40p

This famous book of L.B.S.C. first appeared in 1929 and estab-
lished him in the forefront of miniature steam locomotive experts
for all time. It later appeared under the title of The Live Steam
Book. We have now reproduced it  again, under the editorship of
Martin Evans, with added chapters from "Curly's" later writings,
with the diagrams completely redrawn, and with a new set of
plates illustrating most of the locomotives that he built over the
years. I t  is a fit companion to his Tich book and something of a
tribute to, and a memento of. a great and much-loved contributor.

Duplex (Ian Bradley &
Norman Hallows).
A valuable small book on
plain, rol ler and ball
bearings, with details of
materials used, lubrica-
t ion, mounting, protec-
t ion, aligning, thrust
bea r i ngs ,  r e - l i n i ng ,
needle rol ler bearings,
applications to machine
tools, design of bearings,
ideal dimensions.

9½ x 6 in. 192 pages on stout cartridge paper, numerous dia-
grams, plus 16 pages of plates. Hard bound, gold blocke¢7 O A 4 A
title on spine, full colour cover depicting Grosvenor. iZ« l  V

($6.75)7 x4% in. 80 pages. Two colour cover. Illustrated
line drawings. ($1.00) —

25p47 HARDENING
& TEMPERING
ENGINEERS' TOOLS

1 SHILLINGS

123
MICROMETERS,
SLIDE GAUGES

MICROMETERS
SLIDE GAUGES
AND  CALIPERS

& CALIPERS
Covering simple and
registering calipers;
slide gauges; Vernier
scales and their use;
micrometer slide
gauges; micrometer
construction; how to
read a micrometer; ex-
amples of modern micrc
meters; use of measuring instruments.
71  x 4 j in. 71 pages. 59  line and photo- nr
illustrations. Two  - colour card cover. ( $ 1.00) Z 3D

55

83 LOCOMOTIVE
LIBRARY

Sixty locomotive illustrations.
4-1 x 71 in. landscape. 60  4 /> 1 M
pages. (50c.) I Z2P

A separate 6-page ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST and
ORDER FORM is available for the BELLONA PUB-
LICATIONS range of Military Vehicle Prints and
Data - Tanks, Army Transport etc. Ring in Order
Form below if list required.

A valuable workshop book for ex-
pert and beginner alike, contains
colour scale diagram. Chapters on
principles, annealing, hardening,
tempering, special tools, forging
light tools, case-hardening, tung-
sten carbide and hard alloy, gas and
electric furnaces.
71  x 41 in. 95  pages. 55  illustrations.
Colour scale diagram. Drawn
on coloured card cover. __fe f ' P A

75) 5Qp

AHERN BOOKS! !
68 MIN.  LANDSCAPE

MODELLING
9x6  in. 133 pages. Drawn card cover.
($2.75)

124 MIN.  LOCOMOTIVE
CONSTRUCTION

9 x 6 in. 172 pages. 126 line illustrations. 16
photo-illustrations. Hard bound with _ .
two-colour photo-dustcover. ($2.75) /{JO
129 MIN.  BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION
9x6  in. 160 pages. 83  line drawings. 26  half-
tone illustrations. Drawn on two colour card
cover. ($2.75)

MINIATURE
LANDSCAPE
MODELLING

< T
75p

Four locomotive 'picture-books' plus introduction and journey
by William Shaw, with added narrative by Dr. W. A. Tuplin.
photographs by other experts. 7½ x 41 in. 40  pages and card
Each covers the journey stated, cover printedfitho. ~ —
with "

135
136
137
138

introduction and journey

75p26 full page train pictures, Each title ($1.00) 25p
No. 1

2
3
4

KINGS CROSS-YORK
WATERLOO* BOURNEMOUTH
EUSTON-CARLISLE
PADDINGTON-WOLVERHAMPTON

JOHN H. AHERN

Mil. ModORDER NOW on handy coupon

MAGS  tRCM MM MB MC SM ME tMR AM WW
________ Ring a mag and send 17 |p*  for sample

BOOKS
HOWTO ORDER
Ring round the
reference number
of the titles you
have  chosen .
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orders over £1
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books.
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Mainly reprints of series that have
appeared in our magazines. Wel l
illustrated. Standard page size
9} x 7|  in. Scout cover, wire
stitched.

203 SPEEDY
by L.B.S.C.
Great Western 0-6-0 Tank Engine
in  5 in. gauge. 60 pages,

( $2.00) 52|p
204 PRINCESS MARINA
by L.B.S.C.
L.M.S. Mogul Class 2-6-0 locomotive,
Walschaerts’ gear, 35 pages.

($/.50) 3 /2P
17 MODELLING THE CUTTY

SARK
Centenary year of the famous ship -
history retold plus fine detailed model
by late Edward Bowness. 64
pages. (S  /.50) 37ip
205 SIMPLE MODEL YACHTS
By Vic Smeed. 32 pages.
Details of building three boats and
thorough grounding in
simple building. Prouse
illustrations. ($1.30) 35p
207 MAKING YOUR OWN

SPANISH GUITAR,
BALAILAIKA,  V IOL IN

Popular reprint from Woodworker
articles. Detailed instructions for
making these instruments. ($2.50)
52 pages, profuse illustrations. z

bup -
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125 127 129 130 131 132 134 135 136 137

138 140 141 142 143 144 146 147 148 149

150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159

160 161 163 200 201 202 203 204 205 206

207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 301 302

303 304

Address

Please add 5p packing and postage for orders of
62£p and below, 7£p over 62|p  up to £1.
Above this orders are POST FREE.

Model & Allied Publications Ltd., 13'35 Bridge St., Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

PLANS PRICE ic  n

HANDBOOKS EACH i a P

MAp>The Finest Range o f Model Technical Books in  the World! For Office Use

34  MECHANICAL
FACTS MADE  EASY

105 METAL TURNING LATHES
P. Marshall and R. B. Wray

Claimed 1001 facts, this is a handbook of
simple mechanical knowledge for every-
one interested in model or  general
engineering. For browsing, instruction
or  fact-finding the book is divided into
fourteen sections and provides answers
to  very nearly every workshop question.

7; x 4% in. 103 pages. Two-colour drawn
on card cover. 90 line drawings and flfl
numerous photo-pictures, 25) wUD

39 THREE
DIMENSIONAL
PROJECTION
DRAWING

A basic knowledge of three
dimensional projection drawing is
of special assistance to the model
maker and model engineer. I t
helps to clarify shapes and dimen-
sions of normal working drawings
and prevents time wasting or
costly errors of interpretation.
7 |  x 41  in. 64  pages. Two-colour
drawn on card cover.
34  figures.
($1.00)

i

25p

26 SCREWTHREADS
PAINTING

AND  L IN ING
MODELSLINING MODELS71  x 41  in. 92 pages. Two-colour drawn

on cover. 83 figures, mainly n/k
line, some photos. ($l.25c) OUD

29 BUILDING A STEAM ENGINE
FROM CASTINGS

A reprint of R. C. Rogers' handy little work.
No longer is there any need for models to be
spoiled for lack of expert finish - or to be
sent away for 'professional' attention . . . not
even a steady hand is essential!
71  x 41  in. 64  pages. 17 drawings. "P
Drawn on two-colour card cover. ($1.25)

BUILDING A
STEAM ENGINE
FROM
CISTINGS WARGAMING

BATTLE! PRACTICAL
WARGAMING
This book offers the enthusiast
wargamer in neat book form a
fine selection of suggested war-
gaming rules for campaigns in-
volving World War I and I I

armies. Infantryman's weapons, defensive power of armour,
strike value of anti-tank guns, communications, artillery,
organisation, mines and morale are some of the aspects
considered. A number of value tables, recording devices for
measuring items such as sub-machine gun 'cone of fire' are
included.
71  x 41 ins, 160 pages, hard bound in linson boards, with
full colour dust cover specially painted.
Well illustrated throughout. ($4.00)

120 INTRODUCTION TO BATTLEGAMING
Twelve chapters and numerous appendices. Subjects include
Origins of battle gaming; choosing an era; basic field layout;
adding realism; organising an army; rules for ancient warfare;
rules for horse and musket era; rules for modern warfare; variations
of the game; ideas for advanced players; making model soldiers.
7 x41  in. 160 pages, hard bound in  linson boards, full- „
colour dust cover. Profusely illustrated throughout. £1<Z5

150

This work embraces the latest
practice and covers the evolution of
the lathe, details a number of models
on the market, and goes on to discuss
elements of lathe design.
Installation and driving equipment,
accessory equipment and tools and
tool holders. Operations that may be
performed upon a modern lathe, in-
cluding turning between centres,
chuck and face-plate work ,  boring and
internal turning, screw cutting and
die threading and other miscellaneous
lathe operations. Measurement, mark-
ing-out and testing.
81 x 51  in. 154 pages,
and photo-illustrations.
Bound in hard covers
doth,  gold blocked title on
spine. ($5.00)

, __  160 line drawings
ito-il lustrations, nine appendices,
in hard covers with Iinson

£1.25

I PACIFIC
STEAM6

61 INVERNESS
TO CREWE

112 CHRONICLES OF A
GARDEN RAILWAY

44 GEAR WHEELS AND
GEAR CUTTING

This is the story of a father-and-son
partnership over a period of 16 years,
and records their trials, tribulations
and successes in building and operat-
ing a garden railway i n  the back gar-
den of their  London surburban house.
This was no robust garden giant, but a
simple 00 gauge layout that passed
through many changes of plan, and
now is about to  start a new lease of life
as a narrow gauge railway.
71  x 41  in. 93 pages. 19 line drawings,
32 photo-illustrations. Bound in hard
covers, linson cloth, gold-blocked on
spine, full colour dust ■*»p
jacket. ($3.00) / Jjp

Principles and methods of production
of toothed gearing. Proportions and
form of teeth of gear wheels covered;
there are chapters on pin wheels,
bevel gears, worm gears. Other pages
cover helical hears, spiral gears, chain
gearing, epicyclic gears and special
forms. Definitions and calculations for
gear cutting are dealt w i th ;  also the
use of the dividing head; plus gear
cutting in milling machines and in  the
lathe.

72 PAINTING
AND TWIST DRILLS

Duplex
An expert gives valuable informa-
tion on this tricky subject plus a
wealth of tabulated information
of interest even to the expert,
deals with methods of cutting
threads, equipment, covering the
various forms in general use, taps
and dies, both by hand and in the
lathe.
71 x 4>  in.
Two-colour
card cover.

80  pages. __
drawn on /Sn

($1.00)

The 4-6-0 locomotives from
their introduction in  1894 to
the great exchanges of 1948
and after. Every class of
4-6-0 engine is illustrated
and there are tables of per-
formance and profuse de-
tails of design and con-
struction to round out the
story.
Size 8£x5 i  ins., case bound
164 art pages, 124 photo-
graphs and attractive PI nr
dust jacket. ($4.25) Hal  3

AND

Building a Stuart I0V
engine, from casting to
testing, w i th  details of
machining bedplate
castings, t runk column
ar.d cylinder, steam
chest covers and fly-
wheel, crankshaft,
cross-head and bear-
ings, piston and con-
rod, eccentric rod and
valve gear, valve t im-
ing.
7i  x 41 in. 36 pages.
Card covered, wire stit-
ched, 37 photo-
illustrations. 12
line drawings. < !■

(50c.) J5p

OUR MAGAZINES
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPT ION

151 SEA BATTLE GAMES
SEO  BUTTLE

Naval wargaming is here treated in fine
detail. Author P. Dunn has been playing
seabattle games for a number of years
and has a wide experience of the various
methods of playing advocated. The
author deals in  great detail with Napo-
leonic period ironclads, and pre- Dread-
nought gunnery systems, with a
chapter on early periods - Armada and
similar. Of special interest are his rules
for map campaigns and a hypothetical
world wargame.
71  x 41 in. 176 pages, hard bound in  Hnson boards,
full colour dust cover specially painted. Profuse OF
line drawings, tables. ($5.00)

by P Dunn
£2-35 inclusive of postage is the same for all our
magazines except MODEL ENGINEER which has
TWO issues a month and costs twice as much - that
is £4-70 a year.
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MODEL ENGINEERING (303)
96 pages. Working model drawings for
locomotives, traction engines, steam engines
petrol engines, workshop equipment. Valu-
able tables, facts, formulae, data. Trade
advertisements.

RADIO CONTROL MODELS (304)
96 pages. Radio control working drawings,
aircraft, equipment, boats etc. Useful
articles. Trade advertisements.
(In preparation: ready mid-summer).

AEROMODELLING (301)
128 pages. Hundreds of plans illustrated
and described, coded for ease of building.
Useful articles for the beginner. Trade
advertisement section.

INTRODUCTION TO

BATTLE
GAMING 206 HIGH SPEED MARINE

STEAM ENGINE
By A A. Rayman
Wi th  boilers, burner, lubricator, etc:
Detailed instructions profusely illus-
trated by an expert.
38 pages ($1.40) 40P

■

MODEL BOATS ANO CARS (302)
96 pages. Wide selection of boat, yacht, car
plans illustrated, including working and
scale drawings. Helpful articles on model-
ling. Trade advertisements.
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